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[1] Convectively coupled equatorial waves (CCEWs)
control a substantial fraction of tropical rainfall variability.
Their horizontal structures and dispersion characteristics
correspond to Matsuno’s (1966) solutions of the shallow
water equations on an equatorial beta plane, namely, Kelvin,
equatorial Rossby, mixed Rossby-gravity, and inertio-
gravity waves. Because of moist processes, the tilted
vertical structures of CCEWs are complex, and their
scales do not correspond to that expected from the linear
theory of dry waves. The dynamical structures and cloud

morphology of CCEWs display a large degree of self-
similarity over a surprisingly wide range of scales, with
shallow convection at their leading edge, followed by deep
convection and then stratiform precipitation, mirroring that
of individual mesoscale convective complexes. CCEWs
have broad impacts within the tropics, and their simulation
in general circulation models is still problematic, although
progress has been made using simpler models. A complete
understanding of CCEWs remains a challenge in tropical
meteorology.
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1. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

[2] Rain falling from cumulus clouds accounts for the

majority of precipitation within the tropics. Without the

benefit of spaceborne satellite views, to an observer on

the ground, much of this rainfall may seem randomly

distributed. In some locations, such as within the monsoon

regions, precipitation can appear decidedly episodic, with

relatively low frequency variability of around a month or so.

In fact, the bulk of this tropical convective rainfall is known

to be organized over a wide range of spatial and temporal

scales, from mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) to plan-

etary-scale features such as the Madden-Julian oscillation

(MJO). (Italicized terms are included in the glossary, after

the main text. For full, standard definitions of these and

other terms used in this article, refer to American Meteoro-

logical Society [2000].) At intermediate scales, rainfall is

frequently organized by waves that move eastward or

westward, either along the equator or within a few degrees

of latitude parallel to it within the Intertropical Convergence

Zone (ITCZ). Research over the past few decades has

established that some of these waves exhibit characteristics

described within the classical wave theory of Matsuno

[1966]. Such convectively coupled equatorial waves

(CCEWs) are the topic of this article.

[3] The notion that the equatorial region might provide a

setting for disturbances that behave distinctly differently

from those in the extratropics goes back to Riehl [1945],

who realized that westward propagating waves were re-

sponsible for much of the day-to-day weather variability

over the Caribbean. These ‘‘easterly waves’’ (EWs) were

identified as inverted troughs of low pressure with a scale of

a few thousand kilometers propagating westward within the

ITCZ and were implicated in tropical cyclone formation by

Dunn [1940] and Riehl [1948]. Subsequent studies have

confirmed that EWs, also known as tropical depression

(TD)–type waves, are important features over nearly all

regions of the tropics outside the Indian Ocean.

[4] In the late 1950s it was realized that the low-latitude

region of a rotating planet could give rise to a particular

class of ‘‘trapped’’ motions along the equator [Yoshida,

1959; Rosenthal, 1960, 1965; Bretherton, 1964]. In his

classic paper on equatorial motions, Matsuno [1966] solved

for the zonally propagating wave solutions of a system of

equations known as the ‘‘shallow water (SW) equations on

an equatorial beta plane,’’ which govern motions in a layer

of constant density fluid when the restoring forces are

gravity and a linearly varying Coriolis parameter. The

solutions of this system correspond to the now well-known

waves of the equatorial atmosphere and ocean, namely,

Kelvin, equatorial Rossby (ER), westward and eastward
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inertio-gravity (WIG and EIG), and mixed Rossby-gravity

(MRG) waves.

[5] At about the same time as the publication of

Matsuno’s [1966] paper, observational evidence for MRG

waves [Yanai and Maruyama, 1966; Maruyama, 1967] and

Kelvin waves [Wallace and Kousky, 1968] in the equatorial

stratosphere was uncovered. The discovery of these atmo-

spheric modes, along with evidence for their oceanic

counterparts shortly afterward [Wunsch and Gill, 1976],

was a triumph for equatorial SW theory. As expected

theoretically, MRG waves were associated with primarily

meridional flow fluctuations, while the Kelvin mode was

characterized by primarily zonal fluctuations. The observed

stratospheric waves are considered to be dry (or ‘‘free’’)

modes; that is, once produced, they are uncoupled to

convection or any other forcing. Their initial energy source

was assumed to be diabatic heating by moist convection in

the troposphere since their vertical structure indicated up-

ward energy dispersion, consistent with forcing from below

[Holton, 1972, 1973].

[6] The discovery of dry stratospheric Kelvin and MRG

waves stimulated great interest in determining the potential

for these modes to explain the workings of the stratospheric

quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO), the remarkably periodic

alteration of westerly to easterly flow that propagates

downward through the lower stratosphere with a period of

�22 months [see Baldwin et al., 2001]. Prior theoretical

work had established that vertically propagating waves in

vertical shear would generate vertical fluxes of zonal

momentum [Booker and Bretherton, 1967]. This led to

the development of the Lindzen and Holton [1968] theory

of the forcing of the QBO, with Kelvin waves providing the

eastward acceleration and MRG waves providing the west-

ward acceleration, along with an assumed broad spectrum of

gravity waves to account for the remaining accelerations not

accounted for by the observable modes.

[7] Over subsequent years, satellite data were used to

detect both westward and eastward propagating disturban-

ces in cloudiness [Chang, 1970; Yanai and Murakami,

1970a, 1970b; Wallace and Chang, 1972; Reed and Recker,

1971], raising the possibility of convectively coupled coun-

terparts to the dry modes of SW theory. While some of the

westward modes were categorized as EWs, the possibility

was raised that others might be associated with ER and

MRG waves [Holton, 1970, 1971]. There was also specu-

lation that the eastward disturbances might be Kelvin modes

[Wallace and Chang, 1972].

[8] At around the same time, spectral studies by Madden

and Julian [1971, 1972] revealed the MJO, consisting of an

envelope of deep convection and cloudiness around

10,000 km in scale, with an eastward phase speed in the

range of 4–8 m s�1 coupled to the large-scale circulation.

The envelope is, in part, organized into CCEWs, along with

a broad spectrum of MCSs. The MJO has been discussed

extensively in the literature (see reviews by Madden and

Julian [1994], Wang [2005], and Zhang [2005]) and so will

not be treated here except with regards to its close connec-

tion to other CCEWs.

[9] More detailed spectral analysis of satellite tropical

cloudiness data was undertaken by Gruber [1974], Zangvil

[1975], and Zangvil and Yanai [1980, 1981], and these

investigations began to more strongly suggest a connection

between Matsuno’s [1966] equatorial SW modes and deep

convection. Although these studies provided ample evi-

dence for the existence of convectively coupled ER,

MRG, and Kelvin waves, detailed observational studies of

them were not undertaken until the 1990s, although work on

the MJO and dry stratospheric modes continued. Part of the

impetus for the studies of the 1990s was no doubt the

availability of long-period global satellite and operational

data analyses, which provided regularly gridded fields

suitable for identifying and tracking CCEWs. Using such

data, Liebmann and Hendon [1990], Hendon and Liebmann

[1991], and Takayabu and Nitta [1993] isolated the prop-

erties of convectively coupled MRG waves and showed that

their vertical structures exhibited strong tilts with height in

the lower and middle troposphere, much like the EWs

studied by Reed and Recker [1971].

[10] While studying the detailed structure of the MJO,

Nakazawa [1988] identified both eastward and westward

propagating convective disturbances within the MJO enve-

lope. These eastward propagating ‘‘superclusters’’ had a

phase speed of around 12–18 m s�1, and Takayabu and

Murakami [1991] found that they were dominated by zonal

wind perturbations in phase with their pressure field,

consistent with the structure of Kelvin waves. At this point,

there was enough empirical evidence available to support

the idea that there were different species of Kelvin and

MRG modes, some of which were relatively fast propagat-

ing dry modes primarily seen in the stratosphere, while

others were more slowly propagating waves closely coupled

to convection within the troposphere.

[11] Takayabu [1994a] performed a space-time spectral

analysis of high-resolution geostationary satellite imagery

and detected spectral peaks corresponding to Kelvin, ER,

MRG, and WIG waves. By this time, dry WIG waves had

already been observed and extensively studied as potential

forcing mechanisms for the QBO [Tsuda et al., 1994a,

1994b; Maruyama, 1994; Sato et al., 1994], but the reali-

zation of WIG signals in cloudiness led to more extensive

studies of these ‘‘2-day waves’’ in convection, which were

prominent during the Tropical Ocean–Global Atmosphere

Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (TOGA

COARE, hereinafter referred to as COARE) field experi-

ment which took place over the western tropical Pacific

during 1992–1993 [Takayabu, 1994b].

[12] Wheeler and Kiladis [1999] (hereinafter referred to

as WK99) built on the work of Takayabu [1994a] by

calculating a global space-time spectrum of a long record

of tropical cloudiness. Figure 1 shows such a spectrum

obtained by dividing the raw power in satellite brightness

temperature by an estimate of its red noise background (see

WK99 for details). Prominent spectral peaks are oriented

along the dispersion curves of Matsuno’s [1966] SW modes

for a resting basic state (similar results are obtained using a

more direct measure of satellite-derived rainfall [e.g., Cho et
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Figure 1
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al., 2004]). Remarkably, the dispersion characteristics and

structure of these CCEWs broadly correspond to those

predicted by linear theory, even without considering the

potential effects of the basic state flow and despite the

potential for nonlinearities arising from coupling with

convection. As will be discussed in more detail in section

2, the observed phase speeds of these waves are consider-

ably slower than their dry counterparts because of this

coupling. Recent studies have focused on reconciling the

dynamical structures of observed CCEWs within a theoret-

ical framework, which currently comprises a very active

area of research in tropical meteorology and is the subject of

this article.

2. THEORY OF CONVECTIVELY COUPLED
EQUATORIAL WAVES

2.1. Shallow Water Theory

[13] As discussed in section 1, a portion of deep tropical

convection appears to be controlled by dynamics consistent

with Matsuno’s [1966] SW theory. However, the applica-

bility of classical SW theory to the observed CCEWs is by

no means self-evident [e.g., Lindzen, 2003]. However, the

fact that the observed waves display the dispersive proper-

ties derived from SW theory (Figure 1) suggests its useful-

ness as a place to start. Although it has been extensively

covered elsewhere (see references given by Lindzen [2003]

and Hoskins and Wang [2006]), here we touch upon some

background theory useful for our later discussions of

observed CCEWs, focusing on relevant points not previ-

ously emphasized in the literature.

[14] The SW equations govern the vertically independent

motions of a single thin layer of incompressible, homoge-

neous density fluid on a rotating sphere, as also known as

Laplace’s tidal equations. The SW equations can be derived

from the mathematical separation of the vertical versus

horizontal and time-varying portions of the flow from the

full primitive equations, although the assumptions required

to perform this separation and derive the vertical depen-

dence of motion are far from trivial.

[15] Matsuno [1966] considered inviscid SW equations

that were linearized about a motionless basic state. The

Coriolis parameter, f, was assumed to be linearly propor-

tional to distance from the equator (i.e., f = by), a suitably

valid approximation for motions in the tropics. The equa-

tions are

@ul
@t

� byvl ¼ � @fl

@x
; ð1Þ

@vl
@t

þ byul ¼ � @fl

@y
; ð2Þ

@fl

@t
þ ghe

@ul
@x

þ @vl
@y

� �
¼ 0: ð3Þ

Here ul and vl are the zonal and meridional velocities, fl is

the geopotential, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and he
is the depth of the undisturbed layer of fluid. Equations (1)

and (2) are the horizontal momentum equations, and (3) is a

consequence of mass conservation, linking changes in the

geopotential to the divergence. We use the subscript l to

denote that in the context of the full three-dimensional

atmospheric flow, these equations model the horizontal (x

and y) and time (t) varying components of the flow only.

That is, they govern the motions of a particular vertical

mode, l, for which an appropriate choice of he must be

made.

[16] Matsuno [1966] was the first to derive the complete

set of zonally propagating wave solutions to these equations

[see also Andrews et al., 1987; Gill, 1982a; Pedlosky, 1987;

Wheeler, 2002; Holton, 2004]. Briefly, one seeks zonally

propagating wave solutions of the form

ul
vl
fl

0
@

1
A ¼

û yð Þ
v̂ yð Þ
f̂ yð Þ

0
@

1
A exp i kx� wtð Þ½ �; ð4Þ

where k is zonal wave number and w is frequency.

Substitution and rearrangement yields a second-order

differential equation in v̂ only:

d2v̂

dy2
þ w2

ghe
� k2 � k

w
b � b2y2

ghe

� �
v̂ ¼ 0: ð5Þ

Solutions to this equation that decay away from the equator

are well known, from which it follows that the constant part

of the coefficient in parentheses must satisfy

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ghe

p

b
w2

ghe
� k2 � k

w
b

� �
¼ 2nþ 1 n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . : ð6Þ

This equation gives a relation between w and k, for each

positive integer n, thus defining the horizontal dispersion

relation for the waves. The equation is cubic in w, resulting
in three classes of solutions corresponding to the EIG, WIG,

and ER waves. Special consideration is required for the n =

0 solution, corresponding to the MRG wave, and an

additional solution to (1)–(3) not covered by (5) is the

Figure 1. Wave number–frequency power spectrum of the (a) symmetric and (b) antisymmetric component of Cloud
Archive User Services (CLAUS) Tb for July 1983 to June 2005, summed from 15�N to 15�S, plotted as the ratio between
raw Tb power and the power in a smoothed red noise background spectrum (see WK99 for details). Contour interval is 0.1,
and contours and shading begin at 1.1, where the signal is significant at greater than the 95% level. Dispersion curves for
the Kelvin, n = 1 equatorial Rossby (ER), n = 1 and n = 2 westward inertio-gravity (WIG), n = 0 eastward inertio-gravity
(EIG), and mixed Rossby-gravity (MRG) waves are plotted for equivalent depths of 8, 12, 25, 50, and 90 m. Heavy solid
boxes represents regions of wave number–frequency filtering (see section 3).
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Kelvin wave, for which v̂ = 0 for all y and which is labeled

as n = �1 for consistency with (6). All the solutions to (6),

plus the Kelvin wave dispersion relation, are presented in

Figure 2.

[17] By substituting solutions for v̂ from (5) back into

(1)–(3), one may obtain the full horizontal structures of the

wave solutions. Figure 3 shows the full structures for the

Kelvin wave, n = 1 ER wave, MRG wave, n = 0 EIG wave,

and n = 1 and n = 2 WIG waves. As n corresponds to the

number of nodes in the meridional profile of v (except for

the Kelvin wave), it is called the meridional mode number.

These six wave types include all those that have been

observed as CCEWs. All other equatorial wave modes have

considerably more complicated horizontal structures

[Wheeler, 2002].

[18] Important characteristics of the wave solutions are as

follows:

[19] 1. Since the original SW equations were linearized,

any linear combination of the wave solutions is also a

solution.

[20] 2. The phase speed of the Kelvin wave, a nondis-

persive wave, is c =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ghe

p
, and the phase speeds of all types

of inertio-gravity waves, either eastward or westward,

asymptotically approach this magnitude for large k.

[21] 3. The equatorial Rossby radius of deformation,

which governs the rate of decay of solutions with distance

away from the equator, is given by Re = (
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ghe

p
/b)1/2 and has

been used to scale the horizontal lengths in Figure 3. In

practice, Re is on the order of 10� of latitude for CCEWs

(see Table 1).

[22] 4. The horizontal energy dispersion of waves is

governed by the group velocity, cg
(x) 
 @w/@k, which may

be estimated from Figure 2. The MRG wave, for example,

has westward phase propagation (w/k is negative) but

eastward energy dispersion (cg
(x) is positive).

[23] 5. The inertio-gravity and Kelvin waves tend to be

more divergent in character, whereas the MRG and ER

waves are more rotational.

[24] 6. The SW depth he determines the speed and scale

of the waves and for the purpose of modeling motions of the

Figure 2. Dispersion curves for equatorial waves (up to n = 4) as a function of the nondimensional
frequency, w*, and nondimensional zonal wave number, k*, where w* 
 w/(b

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ghe

p
)1/2, and k* 
 k(

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ghe

p
/

b)1/2. For all but the Kelvin wave, these dispersion curves are solutions of equation (6). Westward
propagating waves (relative to the zero basic state) appear on the left, and eastward propagating waves
appear on the right. For consistency with equation (6), the Kelvin wave solution is labeled as n = �1.

Figure 3. Horizontal structures of a subset of the zonally propagating wave solutions to the shallow water equations on an
equatorial b plane (equations (1)–(3)). Each is shown for a nondimensional zonal wave number, k* = ±1. All scales and
fields have been nondimensionalized by taking the units of time and length as given in the caption of Figure 2. The equator
runs through the center of each diagram. Hatching is for divergence, and shading is for convergence, with a 0.6 unit interval
between successive levels. Unshaded contours are geopotential, with a contour interval of 0.5 units. Negative contours are
dashed, and the zero contour is omitted. The maximum wind vectors in each panel are specified in the bottom right corner.
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full atmosphere is called the ‘‘equivalent depth.’’ In the

context of the real atmosphere, however, in no way should

the equivalent depth be thought of as a physical depth but as

an important parameter of the theory, as discussed further in

section 2.2.1.

2.2. Relating Shallow Water Equations to Equations of
Atmospheric Motion

[25] While the applicability of SW theory to CCEWs is

evident, there is neither a unique nor a standard way to

relate the full three-dimensional equations of atmospheric

motion to the SW equations of motion, especially when

circulations are forced by or coupled to convective heating.

Rather, there are multiple ways to derive such a relation,

which differ in the choice of vertical structure and the

manner in which diabatic effects are included. Here we

summarize several possibilities and note the impacts of the

different choices on the corresponding theoretical dispersive

properties and wave structures.

2.2.1. Dry Waves
[26] When the effects of moisture are neglected, and, in

particular, the heating and cooling due to condensation and

evaporation, it is relatively straightforward to derive solu-

tions for atmospheric waves whose horizontal structures are

governed by SW equations. Consider the hydrostatic prim-

itive equations with the log pressure vertical coordinate z

[e.g., Holton, 2004, p. 317], linearized about a motionless

basic state:

@u

@t
� fvþ @f

@x
¼ 0; ð7Þ

@v

@t
þ fuþ @f

@y
¼ 0; ð8Þ

@u

@x
þ @v

@y
þ r�1

0

@ r0wð Þ
@z

¼ 0; ð9Þ

@

@t

@f
@z

� �
þ wN2 ¼ 0; ð10Þ

where z = –Hlog(p/ps), p is pressure, the subscript s denotes

fixed surface values, w is the vertical velocity, H = RTm/g is

the scale height for a layer mean temperature Tm, R is the

gas constant, r0(z) = rsexp(–z/H), N
2 = (R/H)(dT0/dz + g/cp)

is a measure of the static stability where dT0/dz is an

average lapse rate, and cp is the specific heat of dry air at

constant pressure. For simplicity we assume N2 is constant,

and we neglect heating and frictional effects. Combining (9)

and (10) to eliminate w,

@

@t
L f½ � � N2 @u

@x
þ @v

@y

� �
¼ 0; ð11Þ

where L = (1/r0)(@/@z)(r0)(@/@z) is a linear operator. Now

assume that f has a vertical structure, fv, that is an

eigenfunction of L; that is,

L fv½ � ¼ �lfv; ð12Þ

where l is a constant. Then (11) becomes

@f
@t

þ N2

l
@u

@x
þ @v

@y

� �
¼ 0: ð13Þ

Note that (7), (8), and (13) are algebraically equivalent to

the SW equations (1)–(3) with an equivalent depth of

he ¼ N2= glð Þ ð14Þ

and that this equivalence is independent of the method of

approximating the Coriolis parameter by an f plane or b
plane. Therefore, we can construct solutions to (7)–(10)

whose horizontal structures come from solutions to the SW

equations and whose vertical structures are derived from

eigenfunctions of L. We might expect such solutions to

provide insights about the structures and dispersive proper-

ties of observed CCEWs. However, the first complication is

that even for dry waves, there are two fundamentally

different types of vertical structures that are eigenfunctions

of L:

exp z=2Hð Þ exp imzð Þ ð15aÞ

or

exp z=2Hð Þ sin mzþ bð Þ; ð15bÞ

where m is a vertical wave number and b is the phase (a

constant). The first structure (15a) is for a radiation upper

boundary condition [Lindzen, 1974, 2003], while (15b) is

for a rigid lid at the upper boundary [see Haertel et al.,

2008]. The real parts of these choices are essentially the

same: sinusoidal functions that increase in amplitude with

height. However, their different imaginary parts lead to

different wave structures when the vertical structure is

TABLE 1. Vertical Structure Values for Dry Waves in a

Constant N Atmospherea

he Lz (km)
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ghe

p
(m s�1) Re (Degrees Latitude)

H = 7.3 km, dT0/dz = �7.0 K km�1 (Troposphere)
10 6.0 9.9 6.0
20 8.5 14.0 7.1
50 13.4 22.1 9.0
100 19.2 31.3 10.7
200 27.9 44.3 12.7
500 47.5 70.0 15.9

H = 6.1 km, dT0/dz = +2.5 K km�1 (Lower Stratosphere)
10 2.6 9.9 6.0
20 3.7 14.0 7.1
50 5.8 22.1 9.0
100 8.3 31.3 10.7
200 11.8 44.3 12.7
500 18.9 70.0 15.9

aAs calculated from equation (17).
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multiplied by a horizontal structure with an imaginary

component. For example, for a wave with a horizontal

structure given by equation (4), the real parts of the zonal

and vertical structure would be as follows:

exp z=2Hð Þ cos mzþ kxð Þ; ð16aÞ

exp z=2Hð Þ sin mzþ bð Þ cos kxð Þ: ð16bÞ

Figure 4 shows dry atmospheric Kelvin waves for both the

(15a) and (15b) vertical structures. For the latter (Figure 4b),

temperature perturbations exhibit localized maxima and

minima, but for the former (Figure 4a), perturbations are

slanted ridges and troughs. As shown in sections 4–8,

CCEW dynamical structures resemble the exp(z/2H)sin(mz

+ b) structure in the troposphere and the vertically radiating

exp(z/2H)exp(imz) structure in the stratosphere. Note that

the waves shown in Figure 4 are constructed using a single

vertical structure function, or vertical mode, and a single

horizontal mode (the Kelvin wave), but in general, solutions

to (7)–(10) consist of superpositions of such waves and

comprise multiple vertical and horizontal modes (section 11).

[27] The relation between the vertical wavelength of the

modes and the equivalent depth he of the corresponding SW

system is a topic that is particularly relevant here. In an

atmosphere with a constant stability parameter N, vertical

modes are sinusoidal in z, with corrections for the density

variation with height. For example, by combining (12), (14),

(15a), and (15b) one obtains

m 
 2p
Lz

¼ N2

ghe
� 1

4H2

� �1=2

; ð17Þ

where Lz is the vertical wavelength. In a realistic

stratification, however, the modes are only quasi-sinusoidal,

with a local vertical wavelength that is small in regions of

large N (such as in the stratosphere) and larger in regions of

low N (such as in the troposphere [Fulton and Schubert,

1985]). Example values of the local vertical wavelength

corresponding to a given he are presented in Table 1 for two

different representative stratifications.

[28] Table 1 may be used to understand the wavelengths

seen in the lower stratosphere above the convective heating

of CCEWs. Given a forced, steady state response to a

moving heat source, the vertical wavelength above the

heating will be set by the equivalent depth that best matches

the horizontal movement of the source, with slower moving

sources of the same horizontal structure producing a reso-

nant response with a smaller vertical wavelength. This

information also provides estimates of the scale of vertical

modes radiated outward by the transient latent heating of a

typical isolated convective storm (i.e., a disturbance that

projects onto all horizontal wave numbers and frequencies).

Figure 4. Zonal-vertical cross sections of Kelvin wave zonal and vertical wind (vectors) and
temperature (contours) constructed by using a vertical structure function corresponding to (a) exp(z/
2H)cos(mz + kx) and (b) exp(z/2H)sin(mz + b)cos(kx). Contour interval is 0.1 K, and vectors are scaled to
the values shown to the right of each plot.
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If the convective heating extends up to near the tropopause

(i.e., near 14 km) with greatest magnitude in the midtropo-

sphere (i.e., near 7 km), then this heating will project most

strongly onto the vertical mode with a half-wavelength of

14 km in the troposphere, or he = 200 m, which is known as

the ‘‘peak projection response’’ [Salby and Garcia, 1987].

An atmosphere forced with a random distribution of such

deep tropospheric heating events would thus preferentially

select equatorial waves with this equivalent depth,

corresponding to a gravity wave speed in the range of

44–53 m s�1 [Garcia and Salby, 1987; Mapes and Houze,

1995; Haertel and Kiladis, 2004]. Indeed, dry Kelvin waves

with this scaling are observed [e.g., Hendon and Wheeler,

2008]. By contrast, the CCEWs display the horizontal

dispersive characteristics of much shallower equivalent

depths (12–50 m, Figure 1) and correspondingly slower

speeds. Explaining this mismatch between the implied

equivalent depth of the CCEWs and that of the most

energetically forced waves in a dry atmosphere with realis-

tic stratification has become one of the major challenges for

the theory of CCEWs.

2.2.2. Moist Waves
[29] There are many ways to include the effects of

moisture in theoretical treatments of equatorial waves; thus,

a complete discussion is beyond the scope of this article.

Here we simply address the question, Can the inclusion of

condensational heating and cooling explain the discrepancy

between the observed equivalent depths of CCEWs and

those of dry waves with similar tropospheric vertical struc-

tures? An inspection of (10) provides an answer to this

question. First, suppose that a diabatic forcing term, Q, had

been included in this equation (keeping in mind that @f/@z
is proportional to the temperature perturbation):

@

@t

@f
@z

� �
þ wN2 ¼ Q: ð18Þ

Furthermore, suppose that heating perturbations are propor-

tional to upward motion perturbations, i.e., that Q = awN2

(where a is an arbitrary constant), an idea that has

observational support [Haertel and Kiladis, 2004; Haertel

et al., 2008]. Then (18) becomes

@

@t

@f
@z

� �
þ w 1� að ÞN2 ¼ 0: ð19Þ

In this case, the heating effectively reduces the stability of

the atmosphere. If a were close to but just less than 1 (i.e.,

perturbation condensational heating/cooling canceled most

but not all of the temperature change due to vertical

motion), then the ‘‘effective static stability’’ of the atmo-

sphere could be reduced enough to bring theoretical

predictions of waves’ equivalent depths in line with those

observed for CCEWs [Gill, 1982b]. The problem of

explaining the equivalent depth of CCEWs is reduced to

determining a theoretical value for a, which can be

accomplished for the first baroclinic mode (i.e., the mode

with a half vertical wavelength in the troposphere) by using

a gross moist stability concept [Neelin and Held, 1987;

Emanuel et al., 1994; Yu et al., 1998; Haertel and Kiladis,

2004], which is essentially the reduced stability that the

large-scale atmosphere ‘‘feels’’ because of convective

heating and cooling. However, there are still important

discrepancies between the vertical structures of such moist

waves and the observed vertical structures of CCEWs. We

return to this question in section 11, using observations of

CCEWs to evaluate the various theories that could explain

their observed equivalent depths.

3. DATA SETS AND METHODOLOGY

[30] Given the limitations of in situ observations over the

tropics, satellite data sets have been a crucial aid in

objectively determining the location and strength of deep

tropical convection. The most utilized data set for this

purpose has been the interpolated NOAA-produced outgo-

ing longwave radiation (OLR) product [Liebmann and

Smith, 1996]. OLR has long served as an excellent statistical

proxy for tropical convection, and it has a nearly continuous

record back to 1974. However, its resolution is much lower

than the recently available Cloud Archive User Services

(CLAUS) data set, which utilizes geostationary and polar-

orbiting images to produce a global grid of brightness

temperature (Tb) at an 8 times daily resolution of 0.5�, with
very little missing data within the tropics [see Hodges et al.,

2000]. We use CLAUS data extending from 1 July 1983

through 30 September 2005 to represent deep convection.

[31] Reanalysis data are commonly used to isolate the

dynamical fields associated with atmospheric disturbances.

Reanalysis blends observational and first-guess model data

to estimate the state of the atmosphere at a particular time.

While reanalysis effectively captures the observed large-

scale features of the CCEWs, the use of radiosonde data is

crucial for isolating more subtle details that may be impor-

tant to wave dynamics. The European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts reanalysis (ERA-40 [Uppala et

al., 2005]) pressure level data set is used here, on a 2.5�
latitude/longitude grid, with four times daily observations

that match the CLAUS data availability at 0000, 0600,

1200, and 1800 UT. Twice daily radiosonde soundings from

the Comprehensive Aerological Reference Data Set

[Eskridge et al., 1995], interpolated to 50 hPa vertical

resolution at two Micronesian Island stations, are used to

isolate the vertical structures of CCEWs, along with cor-

rected radiosonde soundings from COARE [Ciesielski et al.,

2003].

[32] To isolate propagating signals of satellite cloudiness

corresponding to CCEWs, space-time filtering of OLR or Tb
is frequently employed (WK99). This is generally accom-

plished in the wave number–frequency domain by retaining

only those spectral coefficients within a specified range

corresponding to the spectral peaks associated with a given

mode. Figure 1 shows the spectral regions used for filtering

to obtain the results shown in this article. This filtering is

applied to raw data, without first decomposing into sym-

metric and antisymmetric components about the equator,
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since this retains the full signal of the wave in those regions

where convection is confined to one hemisphere and thus

projects equally onto each component [see Straub and

Kiladis, 2002]. The filters shown in Figure 1 are based on

more expanded space-time domains than used by WK99

(except for the EIG wave), which better match the spectral

peaks in Figure 1. The ‘‘TD-type’’ filter used to isolate EWs

is not shown but is identical to that used by Kiladis et al.

[2006] to encompass the prominent 2–6 day westward

spectral peak found during northern summer (WK99).

Figure 5 shows the distribution of Tb variance for the

various CCEWs, along with some information on their

propagation and impacts, to be discussed further in sections

4–8. These patterns compare well with those estimated

using OLR by WK99, Wheeler et al. [2000] (hereinafter

referred to as WKW00), and Roundy and Frank [2004a].

[33] The space-time filtered Tb of a particular CCEW at a

given grid point is correlated and regressed against unfil-

tered dynamical and Tb fields to obtain a ‘‘composite’’

picture of the wave’s evolution. This technique is similar

to that used by WKW00 except that we do not window by

wave activity amplitude but instead use the entire period

available regardless of season. General features of the

results are not sensitive to the details of this approach.

For all of the plots in this article, the perturbations are scaled

to a –20 K Tb anomaly at the chosen base grid point, a

typical minimum value seen during the convective phase of

a moderately strong wave event. Positive/negative lags refer

Figure 5. Distribution of annual mean variance of CLAUS Tb filtered for the (a) Kelvin, (b) n = 1 ER,
(c) tropical depression (TD), (d) MRG, (e) n = 0 EIG, and (f) WIG bands. Also shown are preferred
direction of propagation and preferred location of tropical cyclone (TC) genesis associated with each
mode.
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to times after/before the peak in convection (negative Tb
anomaly) at the base point. Features discussed here are all

locally statistically significant at better than the 95% level,

after taking into account temporal autocorrelation, and

every pattern shown is field significant according to the

criteria outlined by Livezey and Chen [1983].

4. KELVIN WAVES

4.1. Observed Structure

[34] In early satellite studies of CCEWs [Wallace and

Chang, 1972; Zangvil, 1975], a distinction was made

between relatively fast eastward propagating waves and

the slower, larger-scale MJO, which concentrates the ma-

jority of its spectral power at eastward zonal wave numbers

1 and 2 (Figure 1a). As higher-resolution satellite observa-

tions and global model data became available, more detailed

observations of fast eastward waves were collected, moti-

vated in particular by their interaction with the MJO. For

example, Nakazawa [1986, 1988] identified a hierarchical

structure within the MJO in which ‘‘short-period synoptic-

scale active convective cells,’’ now identified as Kelvin

waves, comprise a substantial portion of cloudiness within

the MJO itself. These ‘‘superclusters’’ had horizontal scales

of 3300–6600 km, time scales of<10 days, and eastward

phase speeds of 15–20 m s�1 over the west Pacific. The

Kelvin waves were themselves made up of even higher-

frequency westward moving disturbances (or ‘‘cloud clus-

ters’’), some of which are now known to be inertio-gravity

modes (see section 5). Later studies showed that Kelvin

waves typically propagate more slowly over the Indian

Ocean (12–15 m s�1) than other regions [Yang et al.,

2007b] and more slowly, more frequently, and with higher

amplitude through the active convective phase of the MJO

[Dunkerton and Crum, 1995; Roundy, 2008].

[35] To illustrate the complexity of cloudiness signals

associated with Kelvin waves, Figure 6 shows CLAUS Tb
averaged over 2.5�S–7.5�N during April–May 1987. A

wide variety of eastward moving cloudiness envelopes are

visible, ranging from large-scale features that propagate

Figure 6. Time-longitude section of CLAUS brightness temperature Tb, averaged from 2.5�S to 7.5�N,
from 1 April through 2 June 1987. Tb shading scale is shown at the bottom in �K.
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around the globe to much smaller disturbances lasting only

a few hours. Figure 6 confirms the tendency for these waves

to move more slowly over the Eastern Hemisphere than

other regions and their ability to propagate unimpeded over

the 3000 m barrier of the Andes from the Pacific into South

America. Within the eastward moving envelopes, smaller-

scale cloud clusters move westward, sometimes associated

with an obvious modulation of the diurnal cycle, as is

evident over the Atlantic sector. Although some of this

westward propagation can be accounted for by an easterly

basic state, in many cases the westward phase speeds are too

fast to be explained by simple advection and can be

attributed to WIG or other wave types (see section 5).

Observations of the hierarchical wave-like nature of tropical

cloudiness are ubiquitous in studies using high-resolution

data sets [Hendon and Liebmann, 1994; Chen et al., 1996;

Straub and Kiladis, 2002, 2003b; Straub et al., 2006].

[36] Cloudiness variations associated with Kelvin waves

peak along the latitude of the climatological ITCZ, which is

generally confined between the equator and 10�N over the

central Pacific, eastern Pacific, andAtlantic basins (Figure 5a)

and varies more substantially with season over Africa, the

Indian Ocean, and South America [Roundy and Frank,

2004a]. While the precise relationships between cloudiness

and the dynamical and thermodynamical fields in Kelvin

waves depend on location [see Yang et al., 2007a], the

general features presented here are typical regardless of

region or season.

[37] To a large degree, the horizontal dynamical structure

of observed Kelvin waves is remarkably similar to its

corresponding SW mode. Figure 7 shows the composite

Tb (shading), geopotential height (contours), and winds

(vectors) for a Kelvin wave over the central Pacific at 850

and 200 hPa, obtained by regressing these fields onto

Kelvin-filtered Tb using the methodology outlined in section

3. Note the predominantly zonal wind near the equator, the

latitudinal symmetry of the height and wind fields about the

equator, and the in-phase relationship between height and

wind, all predicted by theory (Figure 3f). Winds at 850 hPa

are easterly to the east of low Tb and westerly to its west,

with maximum zonal convergence at this level located a few

hundred kilometers to the east of the Tb minimum, as also

shown by Takayabu and Murakami [1991] and Straub and

Kiladis [2002, 2003c]. At this level and location, the

contribution of meridional flow to the divergence is negli-

gible, although its magnitude does depend on whether the

Kelvin wave is propagating through an active MJO

[Roundy, 2008].

[38] The day +2 pattern in Figure 7b shows that the entire

composite pattern propagates eastward at roughly 15 m s�1.

While the circulation field remains nearly symmetric about

the equator, the Tb signal is substantially asymmetric, since

equatorial sea surface temperature is normally too cold to

support deep convection over the eastern Pacific. At later

lags the Tb signal farther east lies entirely north of the

equator within the ITCZ, until the wave reaches South

America and interacts with Amazonian convection (not

shown).

[39] In the upper troposphere, the height and wind fields

associated with a Kelvin wave are opposite to those in the

lower troposphere (Figure 7c), with a few minor but

important differences. Heights are high to the east of the

lowest Tb and low to the west and symmetric with respect to

the equator. Equatorial zonal flow is still in phase with the

pressure field, but now there is also meridional mass

outflow away from and toward the equator, giving rise to

significant ageostrophic circulations. These differences

from Figure 3f highlight the fact that in the real atmosphere,

there are some substantial deviations from the circulations

expected in SW theory [Chao, 2007]. The pressure patterns

in Figure 7 correspond to a wavelength of around 10,000

km for the composite Kelvin wave, although it is important

to bear in mind that much shorter Kelvin waves are often

observed, as seen in Figure 6.

[40] The typical vertical structure of a Kelvin wave is

illustrated with time-height cross sections of composite 12

hourly radiosonde data. Figure 8 shows the regressed Tb,

zonal wind, temperature, and humidity anomalies for Kelvin

waves in the central Pacific, at the island of Majuro (7.1�N,
171.4�E). The time axis in these cross sections runs from

right to left so that these plots can also be viewed as longitude-

height cross sections for eastward propagation. The tropo-

spheric structure below 150 hPa of wind (Figure 8a) and

temperature (Figure 8b) grossly resembles a vertical stack-

ing of the theoretical structure in Figure 4b corresponding to

equation (16b), while above this it is more like the vertically

radiating, tilted solution in Figure 4a corresponding to

equation (16a).

[41] The zonal wind-height cross section, shown in

Figure 8a, confirms the reanalysis-derived wind anomalies

shown in Figure 7, with lower tropospheric easterly pertur-

bations transitioning to westerlies 12 h before the lowest Tb,

with maximum zonal convergence to the east of the deepest

convection, while maximum upper tropospheric zonal di-

vergence is collocated with the low Tb itself. This phasing

varies substantially in the vertical, however, because of the

strong westward tilts with height in the lower troposphere

and eastward tilts in the upper troposphere and lower

stratosphere.

[42] The temperature (Figure 8b) and specific humidity

(Figure 8c) cross sections reveal important clues to the

thermodynamics of the Kelvin wave. Beginning 2 days

before the time of the lowest Tb, lower tropospheric humid-

ity increases substantially, first deepening slowly and then

more rapidly increasing in vertical extent on day 0. Simul-

taneously, the lower troposphere warms, with a positive

temperature anomaly appearing from the surface to around

500 hPa during day –2. Starting �12 h prior to the lowest

Tb, the lower troposphere rapidly dries and cools, while the

upper troposphere remains moist and warm. The broad cold

signal of the 850–500 hPa layer likely signifies adiabatic

cooling due to vertical advection, while the separate cold

and dry pool near the surface is consistent with convective

downdrafts, which transport low moist entropy air from the

midtroposphere into the boundary layer (see section 11). In

addition, the near coincidence between the strongest upward
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Figure 7. Maps of anomalous Tb (shading), geopotential height (contours), and wind (vectors)
associated with a �20 K perturbation in Kelvin wave Tb at the base point 7.5�N, 172.5�E, for (a) day 0 at
850 hPa, (b) day +2 at 850 hPa, and (c) day 0 at 200 hPa. The contour interval is 5 m in Figures 7a and 7b
and 10 m in Figure 7c, with negative contours dashed. Dark (light) shading is for negative (positive) Tb
perturbations of ±10 K and 3 K. Tb and wind vectors are locally significant at the 95% level, with the
largest vectors around 2 m s�1.
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Figure 8. Time-height sections of anomalies of (a) zonal wind, (b) temperature, and (c) specific
humidity at Majuro (7.1�N, 171.4�E), scaled to a �20 K perturbation in Kelvin filtered Tb at the nearest
grid point on day 0. Contour interval is 0.4 m s�1 for wind, 0.1 K for temperature, and 0.1 g kg�1 for
specific humidity, with negative contours dashed. Dark shading represents positive perturbations. The
associated Tb anomaly is shown at the top in �K.
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vertical motion field from reanalysis (not shown) and the

positive upper troposphere temperature signal, both of

which peak at 250 hPa 12 h prior to the lowest Tb, implies

a positive correlation between the diabatic heating from

deep convection and temperature, consistent with produc-

tion of available potential energy (APE) and wave growth.

[43] The temperature and moisture evolution can also be

linked to the morphology of cloudiness, which was shown

by Straub and Kiladis [2002] to begin with shallow con-

vection, progress to deep convection by day 0, and end with

upper tropospheric cloud overlying a relatively cloud-free

layer (i.e., stratiform cloudiness and precipitation [Houze,

2004]) after the main convective signal has passed. Thus,

shallow convection initially moistens the lower troposphere;

then, deep convection moistens the entire troposphere; and

finally, stratiform cloudiness is associated with a moist

upper troposphere and a dry lower troposphere. The latter

is also cool because of the evaporation of stratiform

precipitation in the low level dry air. This morphology is

also consistent with the hierarchical structure of super-

clusters first proposed by Nakazawa [1988] and the per-

centage of deep convection derived from satellite data [e.g.,

Kiladis et al., 2005, Figure 13].

[44] Divergence and vertical motion from reanalysis

provides further evidence for the systematic evolution of

cloudiness in the Kelvin wave. Low level convergence and

associated upward motion begin near the surface �10–15�
to the east of the lowest Tb [Straub and Kiladis, 2003a,

2003c], as expected theoretically because of surface fric-

tional effects [Wang, 1988; Wang and Rui, 1990; Moskowitz

and Bretherton, 2000]. Upward motion then extends

through the entire troposphere where Tb reaches a mini-

mum. Note that for a theoretical dry, internal Kelvin (or

gravity) wave, midlevel temperature is in quadrature with

vertical advection such that the coldest temperatures would

be 1/4 phase to the west of the strongest upward motion, as

in Figure 4b. The fact that positive upper tropospheric

temperature anomalies are nearly in phase with the lowest

Tb in Figure 8b reflects the importance of latent heating in

determining the wave’s temperature structure (section 11).

[45] While much of the tropospheric structure of con-

vectively coupled Kelvin waves is complicated by the

interaction between diabatic heating and vertical advection,

the signal above the upper tropospheric change in tilt (or

‘‘elbow,’’ here at 250 hPa) in the dynamical fields is much

simpler to interpret as a response to the upward propagation

of wave energy generated by a moving tropospheric heat

source. In the Kelvin wave, and indeed all other CCEWs

examined here, the tropopause layer around 100 hPa in the

region of deepest convection displays a strong cold signal.

This has been interpreted as a hydrostatic response to the

induced upward motion below, as opposed to being attrib-

uted to ‘‘overshooting’’ convective tops or radiative cooling

[Sherwood and Wahrlich, 1999; Holloway and Neelin,

2007], although the downward propagation of this signal

from the stratosphere at earlier lags is not completely

consistent with that argument. The near-quadrature relation-

ship between the stratospheric zonal wind and temperature

in Figures 8a and 8b matches that expected for an eastward

propagating dry, internal, linear Kelvin or gravity wave

(Figure 4a), with the tilt consistent with the upward prop-

agation of wave energy induced by an eastward moving

upper tropospheric heat source [Lindzen, 1967; Lindzen and

Matsuno, 1968; Andrews et al., 1987]. The vertical scale of

these features is also consistent with linear theory discussed

in section 2. The vertical wavelength of the stratospheric

zonal wind and temperature signals in Figures 8a and 8b is

�5 km, matching the theoretical value predicted by equa-

tion (17) and Table 1 for a realistic lower stratospheric

stratification with zero mean wind and �40 m equivalent

depth. However, we note that while CCEW signals are

present in the lower stratosphere, overall, the spectrum there

is dominated by dry waves, which, in general, have greater

vertical wavelengths and group velocities, allowing for

more efficient upward propagation [Ern et al., 2008;Hendon

and Wheeler, 2008].

4.2. Initiation Mechanisms of Kelvin Waves

[46] Besides the triggering of new Kelvin wave events by

preexisting equatorial convection, there is strong evidence

that Kelvin waves can also be initiated through extratropical

forcing. Straub and Kiladis [2003a] found that Kelvin wave

convection originating over the western Pacific was prefer-

entially preceded by extratropical Rossby wave train activ-

ity emanating out of the southern Indian Ocean storm track.

Liebmann et al. [2009] present evidence that sea level

‘‘pressure surges’’ propagating from extratropical South

America northward along the eastern slope of the Andes

into the deep tropics often preceded Kelvin wave activity

over the Amazon. They distinguished the frequent Kelvin

waves propagating into South America from the Pacific,

like those seen in Figure 6, from other waves originating

over the Amazon from the pressure surges. Other evidence

suggests that Kelvin wave activity can be forced indirectly

by wave forcing within the extratropical storm track [Yang

et al., 2007c], through the direct projection of vorticity

forcing onto the equatorial Kelvin structure, as discussed by

Hoskins and Yang [2000]. An example of this potential

forcing can be seen in Figure 7c, where a wave train in the

Southern Hemisphere along 20�S is seen to move eastward

in tandem with the equatorial Kelvin pressure pattern at lag

[see Straub and Kiladis, 2003a, Figure 2].

4.3. Impacts of Kelvin Waves

[47] Kelvin waves are known to interact strongly with the

MJO [Dunkerton and Crum, 1995]. Straub et al. [2006]

analyzed a case from May 1998, previously documented by

Takayabu et al. [1999], where a Kelvin wave originating

over South America propagated over Africa and then into

the Indian Ocean, apparently triggering an MJO, which then

spawned another Kelvin wave that continued eastward back

to South America. This interaction was linked to the

demise of the strong 1997–1998 El Niño event in these

studies through the sudden increase of Pacific trade winds

associated with the MJO. While the convective envelope

of the MJO itself is frequently composed of Kelvin waves
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[Masunaga, 2007; Roundy, 2008], statistically, this is most

likely over the Indian sector, whereas Kelvin activity over

the Pacific like that in Figure 6 is most common after the

decay of the MJO over the west Pacific [see Straub and

Kiladis, 2003b].

[48] Figure 5 shows that Kelvin waves have a notable

influence on regions such as Indonesia [Wheeler and

McBride, 2005; Murata et al., 2006], the Atlantic ITCZ

[Wang and Fu, 2007], South America [Liebmann et al.,

2009], and Africa [Mounier et al., 2007, 2008; Mekonnen et

al., 2008; Nguyen and Duvel, 2008]. Straub et al. [2006]

showed that Kelvin waves are frequently implicated in the

onset of the summer monsoon over the South China Sea, as

was also seen by Flatau et al. [2003] for onset over India

and Mounier et al. [2008] for Africa. Recent analyses

suggest that Kelvin waves apparently have a small but

statistically significant influence on tropical cyclogenesis

[Bessafi and Wheeler, 2006; Frank and Roundy, 2006],

along with some evidence for a reverse relationship [Sobel

and Camargo, 2005]. The meridional mass circulation of

Kelvin waves is associated with the development of low

level cyclonic and upper level anticyclonic gyres [Roundy,

2008]. Low level cyclonic gyres left behind over the eastern

Indian Ocean after a Kelvin wave could potentially influ-

ence the development of tropical cyclones for up to several

days.

5. THE n = 1 WESTWARD INERTIO-GRAVITY

WAVES

[49] As discussed in section 1, large-scale westward

propagating ‘‘cloud clusters’’ with periods of �2 days are

frequently observed within the MJO envelope. These dis-

turbances were first identified as n = 1 WIG waves by

Takayabu [1994b] and were particularly prominent during

COARE [Chen et al., 1996; Schrage et al., 2001; Clayson et

al., 2002]. The high spatial and temporal resolution data

from COARE enabled WIG waves to be studied in great

detail [Takayabu et al., 1996; Haertel and Johnson, 1998;

Haertel and Kiladis, 2004; Haertel et al., 2008]. As might

be expected from their close association with the MJO,

WIG waves are most prominent over the Indian and Pacific

Ocean warm pool regions (Figure 5f; WK99). We note that

since WIG filtering is done for the space-time region shown

in Figure 1a using both antisymmetric and symmetric

components, this also includes the n = 2 WIG wave which

overlaps the spectral peak for the latter in Figure 1b.

However, since we concentrate on equatorial convection, it

turns out that the structures shown here resemble n = 1 WIG

waves (Figure 3a), with n = 2 WIG waves (Figure 3b)

isolated when using off-equatorial convection (not shown).

[50] The theoretical n = 1 WIG (Figure 3a) has

divergence maximized on the equator, in phase with

antisymmetric meridional flow, and in quadrature with

symmetric pressure and zonal wind. Figure 9 shows the

composite n = 1 WIG wave for a base point within the

COARE study region at 0�, 155.0�E. The observed structure
is dominated by largely divergent flow branches arcing

toward or away from the equator connected to each other by

off-equatorial zonal flow, matching the pressure and flow

patterns predicted by theory quite well. At 850 hPa

(Figures 9a and 9b) the Tb minimum is displaced well to

the east of the theoretical and observed convergence

minimum, while at 200 hPa, maximum divergence is nearly

collocated with the implied deepest convection (Figure 9c).

[51] A wide range of scales has been reported for n = 1

WIG waves, with phase speeds ranging from 10 to >30 m

s�1. The composite wave in Figure 9 has a phase speed of

around 29 m s�1, with nearly opposite patterns from day –1

to day 0 at 850 hPa, corresponding to a wavelength of

around 5000 km (as found by WKW00). This is almost

twice the phase speed of the WIG waves observed during

COARE, although those modes had wavelengths that were

only half as large so that in both cases the periods are still

very close to 2 days. The occurrence of WIG convection

timed to the peak of the diurnal convective cycle every other

day has led to speculation of a dependence on this diurnal

phase locking, with a day required for the recovery of

boundary layer moist entropy between events [Takayabu et

al., 1996; Chen et al., 1996; Chen and Houze, 1997;

Liebmann et al., 1997].

[52] Although long-period radiosonde data are not avail-

able for the COARE region, events were frequent enough

during COARE that reasonable vertical structures can be

obtained from the dense array of four times daily soundings

taken during that experiment, using 1.5–3 day filtered Tb as

a predictor [Haertel and Kiladis, 2004]. WIG waves

(Figure 10) have opposite vertical tilts compared to Kelvin

waves (Figure 8), as expected, with elbows at similar levels.

Discontinuities in temperature at around 900 hPa are tied to

amplified near-surface fluctuations, with cold surface

anomalies during and just after the deepest convection. As

with the Kelvin wave, the lowermost troposphere initially

warms and moistens ahead of deep convection, then

moisture is transported rapidly upward while the midtropo-

sphere warms and the boundary layer cools and dries as Tb
reaches a minimum.

[53] High-resolution COARE soundings allowed for the

precise calculation of divergence and associated vertical

motion, along with the ‘‘apparent heat source’’ (Q1 [Yanai

et al., 1973]) due primarily to condensational heating

[Ciesielski et al., 2003]. For composite COARE WIG

waves, low level convergence peaks ahead of the deepest

convection and rises with time (Figure 11a), yielding a tilted

Q1 structure (Figure 11b), which shows heating peaking

first at low levels, then maximizing at around 400 hPa just

before the Tb minimum, and finally transitioning to heating

over cooling behind the wave. As documented by Takayabu

et al. [1996] and Haertel et al. [2008], the divergence and

heating profiles are in accord with the evolution of

cloudiness from shallow to deep and then stratiform, as in

Kelvin waves.

[54] Haertel and Kiladis [2004] were able to reproduce

the gross structure COARE WIG waves simply by forcing a

linear primitive equation with their composite Q1 field

moving at the observed phase speed, suggesting not only
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Figure 9. Maps of anomalous Tb (shading), geopotential height (contours), and wind (vectors)
associated with a �20 K perturbation in n = 1 WIG wave Tb at the base point 0.0�, 155�E, for (a) day –1
at 850 hPa, (b) day 0 at 850 hPa, and (c) day 0 at 200 hPa. The contour interval is 2 m, with negative
contours dashed. Dark (light) shading is for negative (positive) Tb perturbations of ±10 K and 3 K. Tb and
wind vectors are locally significant at the 95% level, with the largest vectors around 2 m s�1.
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Figure 10. Time-height sections of anomalies of (a) zonal wind, (b) temperature, and (c) specific
humidity within the COARE region centered on 2.0�S, 155.0�E, scaled to a �20 K perturbation in n = 1
WIG filtered Tb at the nearest grid point on day 0. Contour interval is 0.4 m s�1 for wind, 0.1 K for
temperature, and 0.1 g kg�1 for specific humidity, with negative contours dashed. Dark shading
represents positive perturbations. The associated Tb anomaly is shown at the top in �K.
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that the WIG wind and temperature structure are linear

responses to heating but also that the heating measurements

are reliable. These results will be considered in more detail

in section 11 with regards to the dynamics of CCEWs.

6. MIXED ROSSBY-GRAVITY WAVES

6.1. Observed Structure

[55] As discussed in section 1, dry MRG waves were the

first of the modes predicted by Matsuno [1966] to be

observed, through an examination of wind fluctuations in

stratospheric radiosonde data [Yanai and Maruyama, 1966;

Maruyama, 1967]. Further work established that MRG

waves also exist in the troposphere coupled with convection

[Zangvil, 1975; Zangvil and Yanai, 1981], propagating

westward as predicted by theory. Although MRG waves are

distinct from EWs [Yanai and Murakami, 1970a, 1970b;

Wallace, 1971], it appears that they, along with n = 1 ER

waves, coexist within a continuum, with some disturbances

transitioning from one to another and developing hybrid

structures, particularly over the west Pacific [Takayabu and

Nitta, 1993; Dunkerton and Baldwin, 1995; Yang et al.,

2007c]. As an illustration of this transitioning process,

Figure 12 shows the first combined empirical orthogonal

function of 2–10 day westward filtered OLR for the global

30�N–30�S domain. Gyres centered on the equator over the

central Pacific are consistent with MRG waves (see

Figure 3c), but as the wave anomalies progress westward,

Figure 11. Time-height section of anomalies of (a) divergence and (b) diabatic heating (Q1) within the
COARE region centered on 2.0�S, 155.0�E, scaled to a �20 K perturbation in n = 1 WIG filtered Tb at
the nearest grid point on day 0. Contour interval is 1.0 � 10�6 s�1 for divergence and 1 K d�1 for Q1,
with positive values shaded dark. The associated Tb anomaly is shown at the top in �K (adapted from
Haertel and Kiladis [2004]).
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they transition to off-equatorial gyres which then propagate

northwestward toward the Philippines region. This is a

commonly observed sequence for disturbances originating

as equatorial waves over the western Pacific [Lau and Lau,

1990; Numaguti, 1995; Chang et al., 1996; Sobel and

Bretherton, 1999; Straub and Kiladis, 2003b].

[56] Relatively fast MRG waves are dominant in the

upper troposphere and especially the lower stratosphere.

While these upper waves may be initially forced by con-

vection, they generally propagate as dry modes (see

section 1). MRG waves closely coupled to convection have

correspondingly shallower equivalent depths and display

large perturbations in the lower troposphere [Liebmann and

Hendon, 1990; Hendon and Liebmann, 1991; Dunkerton,

1993].

[57] Convectively coupled MRG waves appear in the

westward propagating portion of the inertio-gravity wave

continuum of the antisymmetric Tb spectrum of WK99

(Figure 1b). Their signal in satellite data is most prominent

over the western and central Pacific ITCZ regions

(Figure 5d). They are strongest during boreal summer and

fall, although there is evidence that these waves do occur

within all oceanic convergence zones throughout the year

[Roundy and Frank, 2004a; WK99; WKW00]. Over the

west Pacific the convective and dynamical signals of MRG

waves propagate westward at speeds from 15 to 25 m s�1

and, in general, display eastward energy dispersion at �5 m

s�1 [Takayabu and Nitta, 1993; Hendon and Liebmann,

1991; Dunkerton and Baldwin, 1995; Sobel et al., 2004;

WKW00].

[58] Figure 13 shows the structure of the MRG wave

using filtered CLAUS Tb as a predictor at the base point

7.5�N, 172.5�E. At 850 hPa the circulation pattern matches

the theoretical structure of Figure 3c quite well, with gyres

centered on and symmetric about the equator and an

antisymmetric Tb signal. The wavelength is around 9000 km,

consistent with previous estimates. Convection is enhanced

in off-equatorial poleward flow and suppressed in equator-

ward flow, also consistent with the regions of divergence in

Figure 3c. At later lags the equatorial gyres and associated

Tb perturbations propagate to the northwest over the

Philippines as in Figure 12 (not shown).

[59] The associated 200 hPa pattern in Figure 13c implies

strong tilts in the vertical, with the vorticity and pressure

patterns in near quadrature with those at 850 hPa. Here the

gyres are displaced slightly north of the equator, a signal

which persists even when using a symmetric Southern

Hemisphere base point (7.5�S, 172.5�E) as a predictor, as

well as a variety of base points throughout the Pacific and

Atlantic ITCZ (not shown). Although such off-equatorial

gyres can be expected as a response to heating displaced

away from the equator [e.g., Gill, 1980; Mapes, 1998; Sobel

and Horinouchi, 2000], asymmetries in the basic state flow

may also be a factor [e.g., Aiyyer and Molinari, 2003].

[60] The vertical tilt of the MRG meridional wind is

confirmed in Figure 14a using the Majuro radiosonde

record. Lower tropospheric poleward flow at the time of

lowest Tb is present from the surface to around 750 hPa,

then tilts eastward to an elbow around 200 hPa, with an

opposite tilt in the upper troposphere and lower strato-

sphere. This is roughly in the same sense as the WIG waves

in Figure 10, except with a much larger scale and an elbow

at a somewhat higher level. Other aspects of the vertical

structure of temperature (Figure 14b) and moisture

(Figure 14c) match those for the Kelvin and WIG waves

described in sections 4 and 5.

6.2. Impacts of MRG Waves

[61] Frank and Roundy [2006] studied the relationship

between MRG waves and tropical cyclone formation,

finding a preference for cyclogenesis within counterclock-

wise MRG gyres as they moved off the equator and became

cyclonic vorticity centers as in Figure 12. Such a sequence

has been observed during the formation of individual

tropical cyclones by Dickinson and Molinari [2002], Straub

and Kiladis [2003b], and Zhou and Wang [2007]. The

Figure 12. First empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of 2–10 day westward filtered outgoing
longwave radiation (OLR) using 30�N–30�S data from 1979 to 2006. Also shown is the pattern of
850 hPa winds regressed onto the principal component time series of this EOF. OLR anomalies are
contoured using a 5 W m�2 interval, and negative anomalies are shaded according to the bar on the right.
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transition from MRG to smaller-scale structures is thought

to be aided by barotropic deformation in regions of zonal

flow confluence, where low level westerlies and easterlies

meet over the western Pacific, leading to a zonal contraction

and the development of smaller-scale, off-equatorial Rossby

gyres [Kuo et al., 2001; Aiyyer and Molinari, 2003]. This

confluence may also result in an amplification of a

disturbance via the ‘‘wave accumulation’’ mechanism

[e.g., Farrell and Watterson, 1985; Webster and Chang,

1988], where the wave’s zonal group velocity goes to zero,

thereby trapping the wave energy and creating an environ-

ment conducive to tropical cyclone formation [Holland,

1995; Sobel and Bretherton, 1999].

[62] There is also some evidence for MRG-associated

tropical cyclogenesis over the Indian sector [Bessafi and

Wheeler, 2006], as indicated in Figure 5. Triggering of

MRG waves by lateral forcing through the projection of

extratropical Rossby waves onto MRG structures, as

discussed for Kelvin waves in section 4, is also supported

both observationally [Magaña and Yanai, 1995] and

theoretically [Hoskins and Yang, 2000].

7. THE n = 0 EASTWARD INERTIO-GRAVITY

WAVES

[63] Dry n = 0 and higher meridional mode EIG waves

are known to exist in the stratosphere [see Tindall et al.,

Figure 13. Maps of anomalous Tb (shading), stream function (contours), and wind (vectors) associated
with a �20 K perturbation in MRG wave Tb at the base point 7.5�N, 172.5�E, for (a) day 0 at 850 hPa,
(b) day +1 at 850 hPa, and (c) day 0 at 200 hPa. The contour interval is 4 � 105 m2 s�1, with negative
contours dashed. Dark (light) shading is for negative (positive) Tb perturbations of ±10 K and 3 K. Tb and
wind vectors are locally significant at the 95% level, with the largest vectors around 4 m s�1.
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Figure 14. Time-height sections of anomalies in (a) meridional wind, (b) temperature, and (c) specific
humidity at Majuro (7.1�N, 171.4�E), scaled to a �20 K perturbation in MRG filtered Tb at the nearest
grid point on day 0. Contour interval is 0.4 m s�1 for wind, 0.1 K for temperature, and 0.1 g kg�1 for
specific humidity, with negative contours dashed. Dark shading represents positive perturbations. The
associated Tb anomaly is shown at the top in �K.
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2006]. The existence of convectively coupled n = 0 EIG

waves was first inferred by their space-time spectral peak by

Takayabu [1994a], yet despite their strong spectral signal in

Figure 1b, there is little mention of convectively coupled

EIG waves in the literature.

[64] Following WKW00, Tb data are filtered for the n = 0

EIG wave with the inclusion of the zonal wave number 0

portion of the associated space-time spectral peak

(Figure 1b). Although this choice is somewhat arbitrary,

inclusion of the zonal mean does not have a substantial

impact on the results since the structure of the EIG wave is

dominated by the zonally asymmetric component. Figure 5

indicates near congruence of the regions affected by MRG

and EIG activity. Although they are treated as separate

disturbances here, the MRG and EIG spectral peaks form a

continuum, and the extent of their covariability would be an

interesting future research topic.

[65] WKW00 and Yang et al. [2003, 2007a, 2007b,

2007c] documented the structure of the n = 0 EIG mode,

while Yang et al. [2007a, 2007b] analyzed n = 1 EIG waves

as well. Since there is little evidence of an n = 1 EIG

spectral peak in Figure 1a, we will focus on the stronger n =

0 EIG disturbance here. The n = 0 EIG horizontal structure

(Figure 15) deviates to a greater degree from its theoretical

structure (Figure 3d) than other waves treated here since the

convective and meridional wind fields do not display a

Figure 15. Maps of anomalous Tb (shading), geopotential height (contours), and wind (vectors)
associated with a �20 K perturbation in n = 0 EIG wave Tb at the base point 7.5�N, 172.5�E, for (a) day 0
at 850 hPa, (b) day +1 at 850 hPa, and (c) day 0 at 200 hPa. The contour interval is 4 m, with negative
contours dashed. Dark (light) shading is for negative (positive) Tb perturbations of ±10 K and 3 K. Tb and
wind vectors are locally significant at the 95% level, with the largest vectors around 4 m s�1.
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quadrature relationship with pressure, even at upper levels.

Antisymmetric Tb and pressure propagate eastward coher-

ently with its associated largely divergent cross equatorial

flow at 30 m s�1.

[66] Most aspects of the n = 0 EIG vertical structure

(Figure 16) show a remarkable resemblance to the CCEWs

already discussed. One difference is the shallower location

of the �650 hPa discontinuity in the EIG zonal wind signal,

as opposed to the �450 hPa feature of the Kelvin wave. A

similar discontinuity is observed in the meridional flow

above and below 600 hPa (Figure 16b), which may relate to

the location of the freezing level there. Large longitudinal

and seasonal differences in the structure of the n = 0 EIG

wave are thought to be due to Doppler shifting by the basic

state flow [Yang et al., 2007a, 2007b].

8. EQUATORIAL ROSSBY WAVES

8.1. Observed Structure

[67] Atmospheric n = 1 ER waves were inferred in the

early 1980s through study of symmetric cyclonic circula-

tions straddling the equator [Keen, 1982]. These westward

propagating ‘‘cyclone pairs’’ sometimes simultaneously

develop into tropical depressions and were thought to

influence the equatorial ocean through wind stress asso-

ciated with the accompanying ‘‘westerly wind burst’’ along

the equator. Takayabu [1994a] unambiguously identified the

spectral signal in cloudiness of convectively coupled ER

waves, and soon after they were studied within the context

of the COARE data set [Numaguti, 1995; Pires et al., 1997].

Kiladis and Wheeler [1995] composited the dynamical

structure of ER waves and found, somewhat surprisingly,

that they had an equivalent barotropic structure in the

vertical in their temperature and wind fields, at least over

their central Pacific study region. Subsequent work has

established that ER waves indeed appear to have barotropic

structures where they are only weakly coupled to convec-

tion but a more complex vertical structure over the warm

pool when deep convection is involved [Yang et al., 2007a,

2007c; WKW00]. This change in structure may not only be

related to convective coupling, but also to differences in

vertical shear from the western to eastern Pacific. For

example, Wang and Xie [1996] found that stronger easterly

shear, as is found over the warm pool, favors higher-

amplitude baroclinic modal structures in the lower tropo-

sphere in ER and MRG waves, with much less pronounced

effects on Kelvin waves.

Figure 16. Time-height sections of anomalies in (a) zonal
wind, (b) meridional wind, (c) temperature, and (d) specific
humidity at Majuro (7.1�N, 171.4�E), scaled to a �20 K
perturbation in n = 0 EIG filtered Tb at the nearest grid point
on day 0. Contour interval is 0.4 m s�1 for wind, 0.1 K for
temperature, and 0.1 g kg�1 for specific humidity, with
negative contours dashed. Dark shading represents positive
perturbations. The associated Tb anomaly is shown at the
top in �K.
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[68] Since ER variability decreases rather sharply from

west to east across the Pacific (Figure 5b) [Roundy and

Frank, 2004a], we examine the composite structure of ER

waves over the west Pacific warm pool, at the point 7.5�N,
152.0�E (Figure 17). Note that the spectral filter used for

this analysis differs from that used in past studies [Roundy

and Frank, 2004a, 2004b; WK99], with a low end cutoff at

1 m equivalent depth to avoid splitting the spectral peak

centered at �30 days (Figure 1a). Tests reveal that the

overall results are not sensitive to these choices. Overall, ER

wave structure varies much more substantially by season

and regionally than the CCEWs treated so far (as does the

MJO [Kiladis et al., 2005]), but Figure 17 is representative

of ER structures over the warm pool in general.

[69] Cyclone pair structures are clearly visible in

Figures 17a and 17b, with circulation and convective features

propagating westward at a phase speed of around 4.5 m s�1.

While the convective signal is displaced to the east of the

cyclones as in the theoretical picture (Figure 3e), there is also

a substantial Tb signal within the equatorial westerlies

between the cyclones. Also visible in Figure 17a are locally

low pressures on the equator and easterly wind perturba-

tions to the east of the convective center, a pattern strongly

resembling the ‘‘forced Kelvin response’’ to equatorial

heating [Gill, 1980]. Evidently, ER waves last long enough

and propagate slowly enough to force a ‘‘Gill-type’’

response, as in the MJO [Hendon and Salby, 1994].

[70] Once the convective signal reaches the region of

New Guinea, it dissipates south of the equator (Figure 17b),

while the northern gyre and convective center shift to

around 15�N as they continue to propagate westward into

the Indian Ocean (not shown). This signal persists even for

base points south of the equator within the South Pacific

Convergence Zone so that northern Australia is less affected

by ER activity than is Indochina (Figure 5b).

[71] At 200 hPa (Figure 17c), mass flows outward from

the convection and an anticyclonic circulation located

almost directly above the cyclone in Figure 17b. At earlier

lags the equatorial signal is preceded by a positively tilted

extratropical Rossby wave train propagating equatorward

from the North Pacific storm track (not shown), supporting

the notion that ER waves can be forced by wave energy

originating in the extratropics, as was discussed by Kiladis

and Wheeler [1995], Kiladis [1998], Hoskins and Yang

[2000], and Yang et al. [2007c].

[72] Unlike the equivalent barotropic structures for ER

waves farther east, circulation features in Figures 18a and

18b have a first baroclinic mode vertical structure, with

convection embedded within westerly and southerly anoma-

lies up to �400 hPa and opposite circulations above this up

to the tropopause. The temperature structure is more com-

plex (Figure 18c), with a very shallow cold layer (only at

the lowest level of data) within the convective region, then

two more shallow warm and cold layers above this, and a

more typical warm layer in the upper troposphere capped by

the usual cold tropopause level. The thin layering of the

stratospheric temperature signals are in accord with the

relatively slow ER phase speed given by equation (17).

[73] The moisture signal also differs from other CCEWs

discussed in sections 4–7: moistening occurs nearly simul-

taneously throughout the troposphere starting at around day

�4, with an unusual discontinuity at the 950 hPa level.

Thus, it appears likely that ER waves have a rather different

evolution of cloud morphology than the other waves,

although this has yet to be confirmed.

8.2. Impacts of ER Waves

[74] Unlike other CCEWs, ER Tb variance is most

dominant over the Asian monsoon and warm pool regions,

rather than in the Pacific ITCZ (Figure 5b). Much of the

peak activity over the western North Pacific and Asia is due

to westward propagating monsoon gyres confined to the

Northern Hemisphere [Chatterjee and Goswami, 2004],

although symmetric ER waves are commonly observed over

the Indian Ocean [Roundy and Frank, 2004b; Yokoi and

Satomura, 2005; Shinoda and Han, 2005], and cases of

propagating ER waves impacting the Australian-Indonesian

monsoon were identified by Wheeler and McBride [2005].

[75] Analysis of ER waves is more problematic than the

other CCEWs because their slow speeds and broad spatial

scales allow them to be strongly modulated by propagation

through varying background wind states. In particular, wind

anomalies associated with the MJO are similar in magnitude

to the phase speeds of ER waves. Another potential com-

plication is that the ER spectral peak in Figure 1a lies in a

region that could partially represent a standing component

of the MJO [Roundy and Frank, 2004b], although eastward

propagation is dominant at this time scale [Zhang and

Hendon, 1997]. Nevertheless, westward propagating com-

ponents of the MJO corresponding to ER waves are well

documented [Zhu and Wang, 1993; Kemball-Cook and

Wang, 2001; Masunaga, 2007]. Roundy and Frank [2004b,

2004c] give statistical and case study evidence of the

modulation of convective activity due to the interaction of

the MJO and ER modes, with an ER wave apparently

responsible for the genesis of the MJO in some cases. One

possible mechanism for the statistical relationship between

ER waves and the MJO is that the MJO modulates

propagation of midlatitude Rossby wave trains [Weickmann

and Berry, 2007]. These wave trains can perturb the

equatorial waveguide in a manner that generates ER waves,

which may then, in turn, influence the amplitude and timing

of the MJO itself [e.g., Meehl et al., 2001; Roundy and

Frank, 2004b].

[76] Frank and Roundy [2006], Bessafi and Wheeler

[2006], and Molinari et al. [2007] demonstrate relationships

between ER waves and tropical cyclogenesis. When

evident, cyclogenesis events tend to cluster to the east of

the ER wave trough, with ER waves also subject to the

deformation effects of varying zonal flow as described in

section 6 for MRG waves.

9. EASTERLY WAVES

[77] Although EWs do not correspond to a normal mode

solution of Matsuno’s [1966] SW equations, they were the
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first convectively coupled wave to be recognized (see

section 1) and have extremely important impacts, and

therefore they will be briefly treated here within the context

of the other modes discussed in sections 4–8. EWs are off-

equatorial westward propagating Rossby gyres that appear

as ‘‘inverted troughs’’ in pressure and wind within the trade

wind field of the ITCZ of the Northern Hemisphere. They

are primarily active over the Pacific and Atlantic sectors, as

well as over sub-Saharan Africa during the monsoon season

(Figure 5c). The signal of EWs appears most prominently in

space-time spectra calculated for seasons when ITCZ

convection is most active, i.e., May through October

(WK99). This TD-type spectral signal merges with the

MRG signal in the antisymmetric spectrum (WK99,

Figure 5c), a reflection of the broad class of hybrid waves

discussed in section 6. As evidence of this, when 850 hPa

circulation is regressed against TD-filtered Tb in the region

of the westernmost Pacific ITCZ, the pattern shown in

Figure 12 is almost perfectly reproduced (not shown),

representing the transition from MRG to EWs.

[78] Early observations of EWs in the Pacific and West

African/east Atlantic regions indicate that they have wave-

lengths of 2500–3500 km, westward phase speeds of 8 m

s�1, periods of 3–4 days, and maximum meridional wind

anomalies at 700–850 hPa [Reed and Recker, 1971; Reed et

al., 1977; Thompson et al., 1979]. Wave characteristics and

Figure 17. Maps of anomalous Tb (shading), geopotential height (contours), and wind (vectors)
associated with a �20 K perturbation in n = 1 ER wave Tb at the base point 7.5�N, 152.0�E, for (a) day –
5 at 850 hPa, (b) day 0 at 850 hPa, and (c) day 0 at 200 hPa. The contour interval is 10 m in Figures 17a
and 17b and 20 m in Figure 17c, with negative contours dashed. Dark (light) shading is for negative
(positive) Tb perturbations of ±10 K and 3 K. Tb and wind vectors are locally significant at the 95% level,
with the largest vectors around 2 m s�1.
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phasing with convection vary with latitude and between land

and ocean regions in the West African/east Atlantic region

[Reed et al., 1977; Kiladis et al., 2006]. Studies of Pacific

EWs also find variations in wave characteristics as a function

of longitude [Reed and Recker, 1971; Tam and Li, 2006;

Serra et al., 2008]. Much of the structural change observed

in Pacific EWs is attributed to variations in the background

mean vertical wind shear across the Pacific [Holton, 1971;

Reed and Recker, 1971]. Horizontal and vertical wind shear

also strongly influences the structure of African EWs

[Norquist et al., 1977; Hsieh and Cook, 2005], and the

strong relationship between EWs and tropical cyclogenesis

has been attributed to the effects of deformation and wave

accumulation within zonally varying zonal flows (see

section 6). Conversely, the eastward dispersion of Rossby

wave energy emanating from tropical cyclones has been

shown to be a source of EWs [Holland, 1995; Sobel and

Bretherton, 1999; Krouse et al., 2008], along with potential

generation by extratropical forcing [Tam and Li, 2006] and

latent heating within the region of the African easterly jet

[e.g., Hsieh and Cook, 2007; Thorncroft et al., 2008].

[79] The structure of EWs has been extensively docu-

mented and will not be presented here, especially since their

vertical structure and scale are virtually indistinguishable

from the MRG waves in Figure 14 [see Kiladis et al., 2006;

Serra et al., 2008]. Energetics studies of EWs over Africa

demonstrate strong baroclinic conversions, with energy

extracted from the vertical shear within the African easterly

jet [Norquist et al., 1977; Kiladis et al., 2006; Hall et al.,

2006; Hsieh and Cook, 2007]. As EWs leave the coast,

barotropic conversions become more dominant, with energy

extracted primarily from the basic state horizontal shear. In

the Pacific ITCZ, there is much less horizontal and vertical

shear in the basic state, and energetics calculations indicate

that latent heating must be the primary energy source for

Pacific EWs [Tai and Ogura, 1987; Lau and Lau, 1992;

Tam and Li, 2006; Serra et al., 2008]. While the energetics

of EWs have been documented to a large extent, similar

work has yet to be done for the other CCEWs. Although it is

likely that latent heating must be a dominant energy source

for most CCEWs, the presence of strong shear, especially

over monsoon regions, may also be important in their

generation and maintenance.

10. SELF-SIMILARITY IN CONVECTIVELY COUPLED
WAVE STRUCTURES

[80] The analyses of CCEW characteristics reviewed

above reveals some intriguing aspects of their organization.

Figure 18. Time-height sections of anomalies in (a) zonal
wind, (b) meridional wind, (c) temperature, and (d) specific
humidity at Truk (7.5�N, 151.9�E), scaled to a �20 K
perturbation in n = 1 ER filtered Tb at the nearest grid point
on day 0. Contour interval is 0.4 m s�1 for wind, 0.1 K for
temperature, and 0.1 g kg�1 for specific humidity. Dark
shading represents positive perturbations. The associated Tb
anomaly is shown at the top in �K.
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While their horizontal scales and propagation characteristics

differ widely, their vertical structures display a remarkable

level of ‘‘self-similarity,’’ regardless of the wave considered.

With the exception of ER waves, all of the CCEWs (as well

as the MJO and EWs) are characterized by the following

features: (1) anomalously warm lower tropospheric temper-

atures ahead of the deepest convection (as inferred from the

large-scale upward vertical motion and Tb minimum), from

the surface to �500 hPa, transitioning to cold perturbations

just prior to and during the Tb minimum; (2) anomalously

warm upper tropospheric temperatures in the layer from 500

to 150 hPa, peaking at around 250 hPa, either just prior to or

coincident with the deepest convection; (3) a change in the

direction of the vertical tilt (elbow) in the temperature and

wind fields at �250–300 hPa such that the perturbations

ascend (descend) with time below (above) this level; (4)

convergence and moistening of the lowermost layers ahead

of the deepest convection, followed by a rapid lofting of

moisture throughout the entire troposphere just before the

onset of deepest convection, quickly evolving into a moist

over dry signal during and immediately following the

convective peak; and (5) a separate cold, dry signal in the

shallowest layers near the surface during the time of

downdrafts.

[81] This scale invariance indicates that diabatic heating

and cloud morphology is organized among CCEWs in such

a way that its evolution is consistent with the observed

dynamical fields. As discussed in section 5, a propagating

Q1 structure in Figure 11b can reproduce the observed n = 1

WIG vertical structure in a linear primitive equation model

and suggests that a consistent evolution in cloud morphology

within CCEWs ought to be observed, as in Kelvin (section 4)

and WIG waves (section 5). This progression mirrors that of

individual MCSs and is illustrated in Figure 19. Shallow

cumulus capped at the trade inversion first develops into

taller ‘‘congestus’’ clouds which precondition the atmo-

sphere by moistening the midtroposphere, allowing the

development of deep convective heating in cumulonimbus

clouds [Johnson et al., 1999]. This is followed by stratiform

rainfall with upper tropospheric precipitation falling into

relatively dry lower levels, cooling the air through

evaporation. Such an evolution has also been confirmed

for the MJO [Kiladis et al., 2005; Masunaga et al., 2006;

Benedict and Randall, 2007; Haertel et al., 2008].

[82] Diabatic heating profiles like that in Figure 11b are,

in fact, characteristic even to the development of individual

cumulonimbus clouds, where a time scale of hours is set by

mesoscale dynamics and microphysical processes. The

ubiquity of vertical heating and dynamical profiles along

with cloud morphological fields from MCSs to planetary

scales raises some fundamental questions about the manner

in which convection is coupled to the large-scale circulation

[Kiladis et al., 2005; Mapes et al., 2006; Majda, 2007]. An

example of such scale invariance is given in Figure 20,

where specific humidity is regressed upon rain rate filtered

for successively longer time scales using radiosonde data

from the Outer Sounding Array during COARE. The shapes

of these profiles qualitatively resemble the humidity

evolution for individual CCEWs in Figures 8c, 10c, 14c,

and 16d, again suggestive of a systematic transition from

shallow to deep convection, then stratiform precipitation

dominant across all four time scales depicted. A similar

treatment of divergence also leads to consistent inferred

vertical motion and diabatic heating fields [Mapes et al.,

2006].

[83] By testing the idea that larger-scale convective dis-

turbances can be represented as aggregates of smaller-scale

MCSs, Mapes et al. [2006] concluded that the only way

tilted vertical structures could be produced was through a

variation in the populations of cloud types across a large-

scale wave, rather than variations in either the lifetimes or

degree of evolution of individual MCSs as a function of

wave phase. This ‘‘stretched building block’’ hypothesis

posits that the relative abundance of shallow, deep, and

stratiform cloudiness is modulated by the large-scale

environment, whereby the life cycles of individual MCSs

are aliased onto longer time scales through linear super-

position. The observed self-similarity across scales has

obvious implications for the theory and numerical simula-

tion of CCEWs, as we discuss further in section 11.

11. MODELS OF CONVECTIVELY COUPLED WAVES

[84] Efforts to explain an observed phenomenon theoret-

ically often give rise to physically based models, so it is

Figure 19. The hierarchy of cloudiness, temperature, and
humidity within CCEWs, valid from MCS to MJO scales.
Wave movement is from left to right (adapted from Johnson
et al. [1999], Straub and Kiladis [2003c], and Khouider and
Majda [2008]).
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natural that efforts to model CCEWs have recently acceler-

ated. There is already a long history of work aimed at

modeling the MJO, yet it can be claimed that this still

represents one of the great stumbling blocks in tropical

meteorology (see reviews by Zhang [2005], Slingo et al.

[2005], and Waliser [2006]). CCEWs are arguably simpler

disturbances, but challenges for the hierarchy of models

used to explain and simulate them still exist.

11.1. Simple Theoretical Models

[85] The nature of the coupling between convection and

large-scale circulation has been treated theoretically since

the 1970s, starting with formulations such as wave condi-

tional instability of the second kind (wave-CISK). In its

most general interpretation, wave-CISK latent heating

induces wavelike circulations that favor further convection

via low level convergence [see Hayashi, 1970; Lindzen,

1974; Stevens et al., 1997]. While wave-CISK formulations

feature wave growth due to the generation of APE, in their

simplest formulations the largest growth occurs at the

smallest resolvable scale, leading to the so-called ‘‘CISK

catastrophe’’ [Crum and Dunkerton, 1992; Matthews and

Lander, 1999]. Nevertheless, the basic principle has led to

the formulation of widely used convective parameterization

schemes in general circulation models (GCMs) which are

closed on moisture convergence [Kuo, 1974; see Kasahara,

2000]. An alternate view, not necessarily mutually exclusive

from wave-CISK, is known as quasi-equilibrium (QE). QE

is predicated on the fact that the buoyancy adjustment time

scale of convection is short compared to the lifetime of the

large-scale disturbances they are embedded within [see

Emanuel, 2007]. In its simplest form, QE states that over

large areas, the production of instability by large-scale

forcing due to radiation and heat fluxes is balanced by its

removal via large-scale convection, either instantaneously

or with some typically short (in hours) lag time. QE has

formed the basis for ‘‘adjustment scheme’’ convective

parameterizations, as in the Arakawa and Schubert [1974]

and Betts and Miller [1986] formulations, where convection

is closed on widely varying definitions of parcel instability

or some other measure of ‘‘disequilibrium’’ in the local

thermodynamic sounding such as convective available

potential energy (CAPE). For example, the constraint of

strict quasi-equilibrium (SQE) assumes that convection

consumes CAPE in such a way that the free tropospheric

temperature profile remains moist adiabatic and is directly

correlated to the perturbations in the boundary layer moist

entropy such as moist static energy (MSE) or equivalent

potential temperature.

[86] Observations show that QE holds over the tropics to

the extent that there is a good correlation between CAPE

and deep convection in monthly data [e.g., Bhat et al.,

1996]. In addition, free tropospheric temperature profiles

within convecting regions do tend to follow moist adiabats

[Xu and Emanuel, 1989], and their perturbations vary

coherently within the 800–200 hPa layer [Holloway and

Neelin, 2007], as predicted by QE. However, these profiles

are only moderately correlated with boundary layer

equivalent potential temperature [Brown and Bretherton,

1997], or MSE [Holloway and Neelin, 2007], although such

correlations improve somewhat on monthly or longer time

scales, suggesting the importance of factors other than a

rapid vertical adjustment to boundary layer moist entropy.

In addition, on synoptic time scales characteristic of

CCEWs, CAPE tends to peak prior to convective initiation

and is more often negatively correlated with the deepest

convection [Sherwood, 1999; Straub and Kiladis, 2003c;

Sobel et al., 2004], counter to the assumptions of SQE. In

the simplest models of CCEWs, SQE leads to a quadrature

relationship between convective heating and temperature

and actually becomes a negative correlation (damping)

when allowing for a finite time for convective development

[Emanuel et al., 1994]. SQE also results in CCEW

structures comprising only a first baroclinic vertical mode,

in contrast to the higher-mode structures in observations,

although this can be mitigated by further assumptions in

more complex models [Neelin and Zeng, 2000]. The fact

that even relatively simple QE-based convective closures

lead to quite realistic GCM behavior on longer time scales

[e.g., Zeng et al., 2000] shows that it is indeed a useful

simplification for climate studies, even if it is not strictly

valid on the scale of CCEWs.

11.2. Vertical Modes

[87] Given the complex vertical structures of CCEWs

described in sections 4–10, many theoretical approaches

used to account for these configurations have relied on the

idea of vertical modes. As discussed in section 2, a solution

to the primitive equations linearized about a basic state of

rest may be decomposed into a superposition of vertical

modes, each of which is algebraically equivalent to a

solution of the linearized shallow water equations associated

with an equivalent depth (Table 1).

[88] In an unbounded atmosphere, there is a continuum of

vertical modes and equivalent depths, although reasonable

vertical decompositions can be obtained by assuming dis-

crete modes corresponding to a rigid lid [e.g., Fulton and

Schubert, 1985; Mapes, 1998]. Using the observed WIG Q1

heating profile in Figure 11b, which is significantly nonzero

only below 150 hPa, a minimal decomposition of the

heating is obtained by projecting it onto the vertical modes

for an atmosphere having the COARE mean temperature

profile and an upper boundary at 150 hPa [Haertel and

Kiladis, 2004]. The heating projects primarily onto just two

Figure 20. Lag-height regressions of specific humidity versus rain rate from TOGA COARE Outer Sounding Array
(OSA). The data are progressively regridded to coarser time intervals of (a) 6 h, (b) 1 day, and (c) 4 days, and a light high-
pass filter is used for each panel (cutoff period six times the lag window width). (d) The original unfiltered 6 h data are
used, with a very wide lag window. Contour unit is 0.1 g kg�1 mm�1 h�1 (reprinted from Mapes et al. [2006], copyright
2006, with permission from Elsevier).
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modes. The first has a gravity wave speed of 49 m s�1 and is

associated with deep convective heating of the same sign

throughout the troposphere peaking atmidlevels (Figure 21a).

The second has a gravity wave speed of 23 m s�1, with

heating of opposite sign in the lower and upper troposphere

(Figure 21b). In WIG waves the second-mode upper level

heating lags that of the deep convection, while its leading

portion can also be reasonably envisioned as representing the

effects of low level convergence and heating associated with

shallow and congestus convection in Figure 19. Super-

position of the two modes (e.g., Figure 22a) yields the gross

features of the observed vertical tilt in Figure 11b, including

the top-heavy heating profiles typically seen in tropical

convective disturbances [Houze, 2004].

[89] Haertel and Kiladis [2004] recovered most of the

dynamical structure of observed WIG waves by forcing a

linear primitive equation model with the observed COARE

WIG heating in Figure 11b moving westward at their

composite phase speed (16 m s�1). Taking advantage of this

linearity, they also examined the response to its first two

vertical modes and to each individually. The two modes

together reproduce the gross structure of the WIG tropo-

spheric temperature field (Figure 22a), with upper (lower)

warmth slightly leading (lagging) the position of deepest

convection. Although the heating associated with the first

mode is much stronger than the second, the temperature

response to the second mode is significantly higher

amplitude (Figures 22b and 22c). In both cases the

temperature perturbations are nearly in quadrature with

the heating, as in dry Kelvin or gravity modes (Figure 4b).

Superposition of the modes also results in the latent heating

from the first mode being in phase with the upper

tropospheric positive temperature perturbation from the

second mode, generating APE.

[90] In an analysis of the temperature tendency between

Q1 heating and the adiabatic temperature change due to

vertical motion in both the model and observations, Haertel

Figure 21. Time-height cross section of the first two vertical modes of the composite TOGA COARE
diabatic heating (Q1) field shown in Figure 11b. Contours are 1 C d�1, with positive values shaded dark
[from Haertel and Kiladis, 2004].
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and Kiladis [2004] found that these terms were nearly

balanced for the first mode but that heating only partially

canceled vertical advection for the second mode, leading to

its larger temperature signal. The degree of cancellation

(�95% for the first mode and �75% for the second) was

quantitatively consistent with the reduction of equivalent

depth of each mode to that observed in the waves. It was

also found that the higher mode was crucial to the wave’s

moist enthalpy budget since its divergence structure ahead

of convection (located at �800 km in Figure 22c) is

optimized to export low MSE air at midlevels, where mean

MSE is low, and import it at lower and upper levels where

Figure 22. East–west vertical cross section of the response to moving the heat sources in Figure 21 to
the west at 16 m s�1 through a linear primitive equation model (see section 11.2). (a) Both modes, (b) the
49 m s�1 mode, and (c) the 23 m s�1 mode. Perturbation temperature is contoured using a 0.1 C interval,
solid (dashed) contours are positive (negative), and the zero contour is omitted. Perturbation heating
amplitudes >1 C d�1 are shaded, dark (light) for positive (negative) values. Vector scaling is to the right
of each plot [from Haertel and Kiladis, 2004].
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mean MSE is high, resulting in a column integrated increase

in MSE [Haertel et al., 2008]. Adding to the physical

appeal of the vertical mode model is the strong relationship

between the first mode and deep convective clouds and the

leading (trailing) portion of the second mode with shallow

and congestus (stratiform) clouds, based on COARE radar

data.

11.3. Simple Coupled Wave Convection Models

[91] Recent modeling approaches have taken advantage

of the observed self-similarity of CCEWs to construct

physically based two-mode approaches to represent heating,

with the second mode lagging the first, often by some

specified interval (usually a few hours). Mapes [2000] used

a two vertical mode setting to propose the ‘‘stratiform

instability’’ mechanism to explain the relatively slow phase

speeds of CCEWs, along with their tilted vertical structures.

As a break from an adjustment scheme closure, particular

significance is given to the effects of the second stratiform

mode on convective inhibition (CIN), which was shown to

be crucial to the propagation speed of unstable modes of

this model. The second mode controls CIN through its

effect on lower troposphere temperature (as in Figure 22c),

with less CIN when the lower tropospheric sounding is cold

and therefore less stable. The role of CIN as a control on

convection has some observational basis [e.g., Raymond et

al., 2003; Raymond and Fuchs, 2007].

[92] Alternate two-mode models were developed by

Majda and Shefter [2001a, 2001b], Majda et al. [2004],

and Khouider and Majda [2006a, 2006b, 2008], utilizing

successively more complete ‘‘multicloud’’ parameteriza-

tions designed to account for the observed evolution of

heating, moistening, and convective downdrafts in CCEWs.

In the most recent versions of these models the second

mode also plays a crucial role by moistening the boundary

layer ahead of deep convection, with instability generated

by a nonlinear switch tied to midlevel moistening by

congestus clouds. A dependence of deep convection on

midtropospheric moistening has observational support

[Brown and Zhang, 1997; Sherwood, 1999] and is also

the basis of a two-mode model by Kuang [2008]. In this

model a large-scale ‘‘moisture-stratiform’’ instability is

controlled by moistening of the midtroposphere, down-

playing the role of CIN, while deep convection is, in turn,

modulated by the temperature structure of the second mode,

as shown by Mapes [2000].

[93] All of the two-mode models described above are

characterized by convectively coupled gravity modes mov-

ing at 15–20 m s�1, analogs of Kelvin waves in their

nonrotating frameworks. While it might be assumed that the

second mode is responsible for setting the relatively slow

phase speed of the CCEWs in these simulations, the dry

phase speed of the second mode is generally several m s�1

faster than the waves themselves so that a governing effect

of gross moist stability cannot be ruled out. For example,

Raymond and Fuchs [2007] developed a simple model

which, by design, only supports a first-mode heating

structure, and a simplified moist GCM by Frierson [2007]

also lacks a strong second-mode heating. Yet these models

simulate Kelvin waves with realistic higher-mode vertical

structures and phase speeds, and in both cases it is

demonstrated that the scaling of the waves is set by the

gross moist stability. Unstable growth in the former,

linearized model is also dependent on CIN, as in the work

by Mapes [2000].

[94] The success of the diverse approaches described

above raises questions as to the optimal method to poten-

tially improve CCEW simulation in more sophisticated

GCM simulations, although they all point toward the need

to better parameterize the effects of convection and its

interaction with the large scale.

11.4. General Circulation Model Performance

[95] GCMs have long been capable of producing CCEW-

like disturbances in the tropics. The vast majority of studies

analyzing these disturbances, however, have focused on the

MJO, although many of these MJO models are perhaps

better categorized as ‘‘moist Kelvin waves’’ [e.g., Lau et al.,

1988] since their phase speeds are frequently too fast when

compared to observations. In this section, we review the

limited number of studies that assess GCM simulations of

higher-frequency CCEWs and note that this is currently an

area of active research.

[96] Hayashi [1974] performed a spectral analysis of

zonal wind in the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

GCM and found evidence of Kelvin, MRG, ER, and EWs.

ER and EWs were also apparent in the model’s precipitation

spectra, suggesting convective coupling, while coupled

Kelvin and ER signals were less distinct. Lau et al. [1988]

found evidence of an eastward moving wave in an idealized

GCM, which was categorized as an MJO. However, its

wave number 2–5 spectral peak in precipitation and its

phase speed of 18 m s�1 suggest that it might have been

more appropriately classified as a convectively coupled

Kelvin wave. This disturbance exhibited many of the classic

signatures of observed Kelvin waves, such as in-phase zonal

wind and geopotential height fluctuations and low-level

moisture and convergence leading precipitation and upward

motion. Perhaps most importantly, individual precipitation

elements did not propagate eastward at 18 m s�1, as was the

case in earlier models; rather, the eastward movement of the

wave represented the successive development of new

precipitation cells, as seen in observations (e.g., Figure 6).

Horinouchi and Yoden [1998] also found evidence of

Kelvin waves and n = 1 WIG waves with realistic

hierarchical structures in convection and equivalent depths

of 20 m in the cumulus heating field of a GCM.

[97] Lin et al. [2006] calculated space-time spectra of

tropical precipitation in 14 coupled GCMs participating in

the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

Fourth Assessment Report (AR4), based on the WK99

methodology. Of the 14 models, roughly half had spectral

peaks in or near the observed Kelvin and MRG bands, while

few accurately captured spectral power in the ER and n = 1

WIG bands. Interestingly, models that did have signals of

CCEWs had phase speeds that were universally too fast, and
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their equivalent depths were in the 50–90 m range rather

than the observed 12–50 m, suggestive of a common bias in

physical parameterization across models.

[98] Apart from its utility in identifying the disturbances

and their scales within a given model, the space-time

spectral approach is also an efficient way to determine

whether a model has a reasonable representation of the

overall ‘‘background’’ variability. Lin et al. [2006] specu-

lated that problems with convective parameterization,

particularly gross moist stabilities that were too large, were

the source of the discrepancy between models and

observations. Spectra that are too red in most of the models

suggested that convective self-suppression processes need

to be further incorporated into GCM parameterizations,

such as the inclusion of unsaturated convective downdrafts

that lead to CIN via the ‘‘cold pool’’ boundary layer

temperature signals in observed CCEWs (see Figures 8b,

10b, 14b, and 16c). Furthermore, it is well documented that

GCMs in general lack the ‘‘top heavy’’ heating profiles

observed in nature, presumably because of improper

treatment of stratiform precipitation and its duration and

timing relative to deep convection [e.g., Lin et al., 2004].

[99] Since GCMs are so complex, it has been a challenge

to diagnose precisely why they have deficiencies in repre-

senting CCEWs. Frierson [2007] analyzed a particularly

robust convectively coupled Kelvin wave with a reasonable

propagation speed in an ‘‘intermediate’’ GCM that used the

full primitive equations, an aquaplanet boundary condition,

and idealized parameterizations of radiation and moisture.

The primary sensitivity in this model was the overall gross

moist stability, even to the extent that reasonably scaled

Kelvin waves appeared when shallow convection and

stratiform precipitation played less of a role than presumed

in nature. Similarly, Lin et al. [2008] tested a variety of

convective parameterization schemes and ‘‘trigger func-

tions,’’ which restrict the onset of convection on the basis of

the amount of available moisture. They found that a

stronger moisture trigger decreased the wave speeds and

increased their variance toward observed values by

strengthening higher vertical mode contributions from the

‘‘large-scale condensation’’ over the deep convection

schemes. The strength and speed of GCM-generated

CCEWs also depended realistically on the gross moist

stability. Similarly, Suzuki et al. [2006] found that a trigger

function was necessary to produce a reasonable spectrum of

CCEWs in their GCM, which uses an adjustment scheme

convective parameterization. Inclusion of the trigger func-

tion altered the dependence of deep convection from one

controlled by CAPE (as in SQE) to one controlled by free

tropospheric humidity and also produced quite realistic

wave dynamical structures. In some respects a trigger

function may be viewed as acting as a rough proxy for CIN

by allowing more moisture to build up ahead of deep

convection, resulting in stronger coupling between pre-

cipitation, moisture, and the wave.

[100] An analysis by Yang et al. [2009] suggests that even

in models that are able to simulate CCEWs with partial

success, they fail to capture the observed geographical

distribution of wave activity and do not necessarily produce

waves with horizontal and vertical structures resembling

observations. Detailed diagnosis of CCEWs in GCMs is just

now beginning and will no doubt continue as a means to

explore the improvement ofmodel physical parameterizations.

11.5. Cloud-Resolving Models

[101] Another class of models known as cloud-resolving

models (CRMs) attempts to explicitly represent cloud-scale

motions and their diabatic effects. In CRMs, cloud micro-

physics, boundary layer processes, and radiation are gener-

ally still parameterized, although individual cloud elements

and their evolution are more explicitly represented than in

other models. CRMs require high temporal and spatial

resolution, with <10 km grid spacing, so three-dimensional

versions have typically only been run over limited regions

driven by realistic fluctuations along their boundaries, or

over periodic domains.

[102] Many CRMs spontaneously develop CCEWs and,

in particular, convectively coupled gravity waves [e.g.,

Grabowski and Moncrieff, 2001; Peters and Bretherton,

2006; Tulich et al., 2007] or Kelvin waves when rotation is

included [e.g., Kuang et al., 2005; Shutts, 2006]. These

waves have realistic phase speeds and multimode vertical

structures and tilts and develop through the upscale

organization of MCSs without any a priori assumptions of

scale selection or vertical modes.

[103] As in GCMs, detailed analyses of the dynamics of

CCEWs in complex CRMs is problematic, although prog-

ress has recently been made in this area. For example,

Tulich et al. [2007] and Tulich and Mapes [2008] simulated

quite realistic convectively coupled gravity waves in a two-

dimensional CRM, with a hierarchy of convective organiza-

tion much like that seen in Figures 6 and 19. The vertical

structures of the large-scale wave envelopes broadly match

those shown here for CCEWs (e.g., Figure 8), down to the

two-tiered tilted tropospheric temperature configuration,

near-surface cold pools below regions of deepest convec-

tion, and the gradual moistening of the lower troposphere by

shallow convection ahead of the waves. The wave structures

projected onto multiple vertical modes, and it was

demonstrated that the triggering of new convective

envelopes occurred through MCS gust fronts and cold

pools, along with low level destabilization by propagating

gravity wave packets. These packets were preferentially

excited by both deep convective and higher-mode (strati-

form) heating profiles, with CIN induced by profiles of the

opposite sign also playing an important role in determining

the propagation speed of large-scale envelopes. These

processes were interpreted as an affirmation of the basic

stratiform instability mechanism, with convective triggering

and suppression essentially governed by the lower tropo-

spheric temperature structure induced by the propagation

and interaction of multiple vertical mode wave packets.

[104] Recently, short-duration CRM runs have been done

using global domains [e.g., Tomita et al., 2005; Nasuno et

al., 2008]. Runs with grid spacings of 7.0 and 3.5�
spontaneously develop CCEWs, and especially MJO-like
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features and Kelvin waves, although their phase speeds

appear to be somewhat too fast. Future analysis of CCEWs,

as well as efforts to improve convective parameterization in

GCMs, will certainly rely heavily on CRMs, especially as

computing power increases to the point of routinely running

these models on global domains.

12. REAL-TIME MONITORING AND FORECAST
APPLICATIONS

[105] An ultimate goal of meteorological research is its

application to forecasting. The previous sections of this

review have provided evidence of the importance of

CCEWs in modulating tropical clouds and convection, their

role in determining tropical circulation variability, and their

simulation by numerical models. But to what extent are

CCEWs useful for weather forecasting?

[106] Skill in tropical weather forecasting has traditionally

lagged that in midlatitudes, and current daily to weekly

tropical forecasts have only modest credibility, at best, with

the majority of users [Smith et al., 2001]. While this is

partly a consequence of the highly convective nature of

tropical weather, the poorer performance of numerical

models in the tropics and the limited number of conceptual

models for forecasters are also blamed [Smith et al., 2001].

Perhaps adding to this lagging skill, the use of CCEWs as

conceptual models by forecasters has yet to reach the

mainstream. However, the extent to which CCEWs may

successfully be used for tropical forecasting, independently

of numerical model guidance, is still mostly uncertain

[Molinari et al., 2006].

[107] Support for an important role of CCEWs for fore-

casting comes from the case studies cited here that have

demonstrated an influence on actual tropical weather events

[Straub and Kiladis, 2002; Sobel et al., 2004; Wheeler and

McBride, 2005; Straub et al., 2006]. However, the

geographical range of the direct influence of CCEWs is

somewhat limited (Figure 5). The direct impact of Kelvin

waves on convection, for example, is confined to within

�10� of the equator (Figure 5a), while that for n = 1 ER

waves is currently thought to be limited to the Indian and

west Pacific ocean basins (Figure 5b). The use of CCEWs in

the forecast process is also hampered by the extent to which

they can be detected in real time. The filtering typically

employed to extract the waves in research studies is applied

after the fact, i.e., using a filtering procedure for which all

future times of a data set are effectively known (e.g., section

3). Wheeler and Weickmann [2001] investigated a ‘‘real-

time filtering’’ approach, whereby OLR filtering is

performed on anomaly data with zero-padding applied to

all future times, and then made predictions through simple

extrapolation. Forecast skill of this approach depends on

wave type, extending out to about half the typical period of

each wave. This has been continuously provided on the

World Wide Web, with a daily update frequency, since 1999

(e.g., http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/map/clim/olr_modes/).

While this tool has received a fair amount of attention

among researchers and some forecasters, the extent to which

it has been applied successfully for forecasting has not been

documented. One aspect requiring improvement is the time

it takes for the global OLR data to become available.

Currently, this takes �12 h, and at present, there is also no

use of wind data.

[108] One obvious forecast application for CCEWs is

through their association with tropical cyclones (TCs), as

has been discussed individually for each wave type in

sections 4–9. TCs preferentially occur within certain phases

of some of the waves, usually within the regions of off-

equatorial wave-enhanced convective activity and/or low

level cyclonic vorticity [Dickinson and Molinari, 2002;

Bessafi and Wheeler, 2006; Frank and Roundy, 2006;

Molinari et al., 2007]. Where TC modulation occurs (shown

schematically in Figure 5) there is good potential for the

improvement of intraseasonal TC activity forecasting [Leroy

and Wheeler, 2008] (see also http://www.atmos.albany.edu/

facstaff/roundy/tcforecast/tcforecast.html).

[109] Another aspect of CCEWs relevant for forecasting

is their incorporation into numerical forecast models and the

focus that they provide for tropical numerical prediction.

Žagar et al. [2004, 2005], for example, demonstrated

improvements in model initialization over the tropics by

projecting observations onto the theoretical structures of

CCEWs [Yang et al., 2003] under the constraint of four-

dimensional variational data assimilation. Such approaches

will undoubtedly lead to future improvements in tropical

forecasts of CCEW impacts.

13. OUTLOOK

[110] The prediction and subsequent discovery of equato-

rially trapped modes in the atmosphere and ocean during the

1960s and 1970s provides a prime example of the success of

mathematical theory in geophysics. The success of Matsu-

no’s [1966] linear theory has resulted in relatively

straightforward interpretation of equatorial wave dynamics

and their impacts on circulations, especially for the dry

modes of the middle atmosphere. While the basic structure

and dispersive characteristics of CCEWs correspond to a

large degree to Matsuno’s [1966] SW solutions, the

complication of coupling to moist processes poses remain-

ing challenges. It seems evident that CCEWs should be

easier to understand and simulate than the MJO, and so it

may seem surprising that the volume of literature on the

MJO is more extensive than that on CCEWs. This is likely

attributable to the fact that the MJO has a more obvious

impact on tropical and extratropical weather because of its

larger scale and lower frequency, which also made it easier

to detect in early observations.

[111] CCEWs at times compose a large portion of the

MJO and other large-scale convective envelopes and are

themselves composed of smaller-scale MCSs; thus, an

assessment of this wave-wave interdependence appears to

be a crucial step toward understanding the maintenance of

large-scale tropical circulations [Moncrieff, 2004]. The

observed structural self-similarity across scales provides a

framework to explore the implications of these interactions
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in simplified models [Majda, 2007], although it raises yet

unresolved questions about the physical significance of

projecting the life cycles of individual MCSs onto larger

scales [Mapes et al., 2006].

[112] The relative roles of moist processes and the con-

cept of gross moist stability versus higher-mode vertical

structure in determining the scale of CCEWs are not yet

evident. The fact that analogs to CCEWs can be reproduced

in simple numerical models and CRMs holds promise that

many of these issues will soon be resolved, leading to

overall improvement of the handling of moist tropical

waves in GCMs used for operational forecasting and

climate studies.

[113] In this article we have reviewed the historical

development leading up to the current state of knowledge

of CCEWs and provided an assessment of their impacts on

day-to-day variability on synoptic-scale weather within the

tropics. Although not every aspect of CCEWs has been

covered in detail, we have attempted to highlight some of

the outstanding remaining research problems along with

appropriate references for further reading. As evidenced by

the ever-increasing number of journal articles on CCEWs,

there appears little doubt that they will continue to be of

great interest to researchers well into the future.

GLOSSARY

Available potential energy (APE): In a closed system,

the maximum amount of kinetic energy available by an

adiabatic redistribution of mass to a statically stable state of

rest.

Convective available potential energy (CAPE): The

maximum amount of kinetic energy generated by lifting

subcloud air from its level of free convection to its level of

neutral buoyancy.

Convective inhibition (CIN): A measure of shallow

stability, generally assumed to be the energy required to lift

an air parcel within the boundary layer to its level of free

convection.

Convectively coupled equatorial wave (CCEW): An

equatorially trapped wave in which deep convection is

coupled to the wave’s large-scale circulation and thermo-

dynamical field.

Dry (or ‘‘free’’) mode: A wave that is uncoupled to

convection or any other steady forcing.

Gross moist stability: The reduced stability that a

large-scale convecting atmosphere ‘‘feels’’ because of the

partial cancellation of convective heating and adiabatic

cooling in regions of ascent.

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ): A narrow

region where the trade winds meet from either hemi-

sphere, generally oriented along or parallel to the equator,

and characterized by a high frequency of transient deep

convection.

Madden-Julian oscillation (MJO): A quasiperiodic,

planetary-scale envelope of deep convection coupled to a

large-scale circulation pattern which propagates eastward at

around 5 m/s and dominates the intraseasonal (30–90 day)

variability of the tropical atmosphere.

Mesoscale convective system (MCS): The largest en-

tity of an organized, individual convective cloud system,

consisting of an ensemble of cumulonimbus clouds produc-

ing a contiguous mesoscale area of rainfall on the order of

100 km or more in horizontal scale in at least one direction,

lasting from several hours to at most a couple of days.

Quasi-equilibrium (QE): The general assumption that

the amount of convection adjusts relatively quickly to the

generation of convective instability in a large-scale, statis-

tical sense.

Radiation upper boundary condition: A specification

which allows wave energy to be radiated through the upper

boundary of a model rather than being reflected.

Rossby radius of deformation: The horizontal scale at

which rotation effects become as important as buoyancy

effects.

Shallow water (SW) equations: A set of equations

governing an incompressible, constant density fluid in

which the horizontal scale of the flow is much greater than

the layer depth.

Strict quasi-equilibrium (SQE): A quasi-equilibrium

formulation in which convection adjusts relatively quickly

(within hours) to local changes in CAPE, resulting in virtual

temperature profiles along a moist adiabat tied to boundary

layer equivalent potential temperature.

Wave conditional instability of the second kind
(wave-CISK): A positive feedback process whereby

wave-induced low level convergence produces convective

heating, leading to further convergence and convection,

generating available potential energy and amplifying the

wave.
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